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HISTORY OF NEGRO SLAVERY IN THE AMERICAS
AND EARLY NEGRO MUSIC LEADING TO JAZZ
SLAVERY - BEGINNINGS
To understand another person's attitudes and opinion one must not only look at his
triumphs but also his adversities; for in a person's adversities we find his real character
emerging. Slavery was not new as an institution when the African Negro was enslaved for
economic interest in the New World, nor was it new to the black man of Africa.
Was slavery in the New World any different from its existence in other countries?
To be able to answer this question we shall examine the institution of slavery.
As man progressed into the hunting stage of his cultural development, man
entered into the pastoral era, which changed him from a hunter to a farmer. Previously, in
the period of being a hunter/wanderer he seldom kept a surplus of food which might have
been acquired in his hunting exploits, or he managed to keep some for his family for a
short period of time. It was custom to kill the male enemies and take the women as
servants. The new skill of cultivating food and raise live stock brought a stop to his
travels and man began his pastoral period. This led to a more sedentary life-style. A byproduct of this new stage of man's development was the institution of slavery. In this
period the victor would take his enemy captive and make him work in the fields
cultivating a new food source or herd live stock, both of which was a source of a regular,
dependable food supply.
The word 'slave’ is a derivative of the word 'slav.' It was used for the first time
when the Germans supplied the slave markets of Europe with captured Slavs. Often the
word 'chattel' is used in connection with slavery. It was used to describe personnel
property and was first used in connection with live-stock.
Slavery rapidly became a thriving, profitable business as the Europeans entered
the African slave market. In 1441 a small Portuguese ship landed on the Atlantic coast of
Africa. In exchange for some Moorish prisoners and some gold dust, the Portuguese
traded for 12 black Africans. (The practice of slavery was practiced in Africa by Africans
before this encounter.)The blacks were taken back to Portugal and given to Prince Henry
the Navigator (1394-1460). The slaves were very much appreciated. Prince Henry sent
word to the Catholic Pope, seeking his permission and approval to acquire more blacks to
use as slaves. In a decision that was to effect world history and millions of lives, the Pope
gave his blessing to Prince Henry - "To all of those who shall be engaged in the said 'war'
complete forgiveness of all their sins." (Sic: the war to save souls - black souls). Thus
began the slave era, an era that was to be one of the most inhuman, but profitable
enterprises of Western man. One that changed the concepts of human behavior and sowed
the seeds for the development of one of the most influential artistic styles in the history of
Western music - jazz. In 1445 a Papal decree authorized Portugal to reduce to servitude
all heathen peoples. This authorization was to exercise an attitude toward fellow human
beings today thought to be a very un-Christian attitude. This authorization (or license to
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acquire slaves) would give Christian men a justification for the enslavement of their
fellow human beings that would reach even the greatest of Western minds. The irony of
the situation is that the black man embraced Christianity as his religion and even began to
accept his servitude as the will of God. Thus the Christian Church and other social
institutions condoned the practice of slavery and actually practiced it, holding countless
numbers of slaves in the church's name.
Most ancient societies practiced slavery. Again ironically, the Pilgrims of
Plymouth fame, who fled from religious persecution, began the practice of slavery once in
the New World. Negro slaves were welcomed into the early colonial Christian Church
and were baptized, but with no mention or action of freedom and equality. It should be
pointed out that there were other slaves besides the Negro. Indentured servants were
found to exist in the New World but they would be able to become free after a certain
amount of time.
How is it possible to justify slave labor in a world made and under the control of
'masters' who's ideology could accept the paradox of slavery? The acceptance of the
institute of slavery came in the reasoning that it was the work of the church to convert all
heathens and that slavery was the result of Adam's sin. St. Augustine (354-430) said,
"Slavery has been imposed by the just sentence of God upon the sinner." Thus slavery
was not only a penance but, the will of God - or so the Christian ministers preached. The
thought and seed planted within the mind of the Blackman was: "I am a black slave
because I sinned so I must now accept my fate." Even St. Peter is quoted as saying,
"Servants, be subject to your master, kill all fears." This reasoning was continued when
the slave attended church and was preached to by white ministers who quoted the Bible to
justify slavery. The slave was made to believe that bondage was his way of life and he
should accept it, his rewards coming in the after-life.
Christopher Columbus, a very pious man, is not remembered as a slaver. Along
with the discovery of the New World, Columbus also deserves the infamous credit for
initiating the American slave trade. He was present in Africa as the Portuguese enslaved
many Africans. No sooner did Columbus implant the Spanish flag on St. Salvador
(Hispanola), finding the natives a wondrous, peaceful people, than he wrote back to
Spain: "From here, in the name of the Blessed Trinity, we can send the slaves that can be
sold."
He enslaved the inhabitants of that small island and from a total population of
300,000 in 1492, by the year 1512 there were only 500 remaining alive on the island. The
Indians often died quickly from the heavy labor forced on them; sometimes as much as 14
hours a day. They were also highly susceptible to the disease of the white man, and many
died from these contagious diseases, dying within days of enslavement.
The two most important sources of slave labor was Europe and Africa. In the early
16th Century, not enough extra manpower was available within the European continent.
Most of the lower class of the population in Europe was already enslaved in a feudal
system called serfdom, slavery in practice - not in name, but in deed. The most practical
and profitable place to go to secure more manpower was Africa.
In the early 16th Century the leader in sea exploration was Portugal. To finance
sea explorations, capital (money) was needed. This capital was acquired by capturing
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Africans and selling them to sugar plantations off the coast of Europe, Africa and later,
America. The profits made from sugar and other products were huge:
"With regard to the ship Venus, we should state that the original cost we
understand was $30,000; and that the fitting out, and expenses of every description for the
voyage, including the value of the return cargo, was estimated at $60,000 more. The
number of Negroes brought back, as has been before stated, was 860; and they are said to
have been sold at $340 per head, producing the sum of nearly $300,000; of which
therefore two-thirds was net profit." (House Ex. Doc. 115, 26th Congress, 2nd season)
The money made was used to make the wealthy richer and made possible the
exploration of the New World. Not only was the later American economic advances due
to slave labor but the opening of the entire New World was on the muscle and sweat of
the Negro slave.
It was within a dozen years after 1441 that slave raids on the coast of Africa
became organized, profitable ventures and, as a result, before the end of the 16th Century,
ships sailed far down the West African coast, (as far below the equator as Angola) to
secure slaves. On the East Coast of Africa, a flourishing slave trade, run by the Arabs, had
been in existence since around 300 B. C.
The process of capturing slaves took many forms, but most captives were
imprisoned in forts build by slave traders near the coast. The slave 'hunters' entered the
coastal lands and captured their own slaves, returning them to the dungeons in the forts to
await final passage to the New World. Many of the Africans would bring the traders
fellow Africans to sell. The dungeons were capable of holding as many as 1,000 slaves.
The slaves were then loaded on the ships which took them to a life time of hard labor in
captivity.
In examining the African continent, the Europeans, being familiar with the shores
of the Mediterranean Sea, found the largest concentration of natives lived: 1) along the
shores of the Mediterranean and the Nile River, where an ancient civilization flourished
for many years, and, 2) south of the great Sahara along the many inland waterways in the
African states of Ghana, Mali and Songhay that flourished from around 800 A. D. to the
1500's.
In African society, a slave could be acquired either by being captured in small
wars between African tribes or acquired from others who were selling captives for
money, goods or even as a form of banishment or punishment. Some tribes sold into
slavery kinsmen who proved unsatisfactory or were stamped criminals. The foreign slave
trade was nourished in part by the African wars. If an African family bought a 'fellow
kinsmen' this 'slave-kinsmen' would do the heavy, unpleasant work. He was allowed to
marry and his children were accepted into the family domestic group. As in any society
there were exceptions. Such is the case of the King of Dahomey, who enslaved many of
his own people on his own plantations. These enslaved kinsmen were driven by overseers
and treated inhumanely in the manner of the southern plantation system in America.
Ironically it was the Dahomey kingdom that furnished the most slaves to the southern
plantations in the New World.
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Strong African States and strong rulers were found as the first Europeans ventured
down the Western coast of Africa. There was basically no reason for the white Europeans
to consider the blacks their inferiors as was the case. The native African Kings and Chiefs
had awesome powers. For this power they had to be respected.
A thought of invasion of the African States by the Europeans, with hope of
limited success, was dismissed as unwise and would not be attempted until centuries
later. Acquiring slaves by means other than invasion was to be most successful. For
example: by diplomatic missions offering friendship and profitable goods, the Europeans
acquired the right to build forts and 'trading stations' within a kingdom. Not until the 19th
Century would the Europeans be able to forcibly enter the African interior. From these
coastal forts, or dungeons, the slave traders were able to conduct relatively peaceful and
profitable trade with the Africans, for Africans.
At first, the European traders wanted only spices. It was not until later that the
traders dealt in slaves. The Africans had taken a liking to the manufactured goods of the
European market. To acquire more of such goods the Africans traded more slaves. They
found that having guns facilitated capturing more slaves. Thus more slaves were traded
for this purpose and for the acquiring of the goods that became necessity, no longer
luxury.
Of course, most countries knew of human bondage and both sides had long
accepted and practiced slavery. Medieval Europeans sold their own kinsmen as slaves just
as the African did. The European peasant was treated no better than a slave, but the
domestic slavery of Africa was vastly different from the slavery of the New World.
The majority of African slaves were taken from the 3,000 miles of Western coast
line from Senegal to Angola. Only a small number of African natives would be taken
from East Africa. Approximately 65% to 75% of the slaves were taken from the area
north of the Congo River, with Dahomey, Ghana and Nigeria feeling the strong arm of
captivity more than any other African province.
MIDDLE PASSAGE
For the captured slave, the nightmare began with the two-month voyage from
Africa to the New World. From the time a slave was captured until he was finally at his
labors, there would be a 50% mortality rate, due to the overcrowding and inhuman
conditions of the slave ships, the riots, illness, suicides, etc.
Greed caused many slave traders to overcrowd the ships, not realizing they were
actually cutting down on profits by not improving the slave’s transit conditions. The area
given a slave in these ships was approximately 5 1/2 feet in length, and 16 inches in
width, with individual ships varying as to height with the average height being 2 or 3 feet
from floor to ceiling.
A captain Bird, of the slave ship 'Prince of Orange,' in 1737 writes: "We found a
great deal of discontentment among the slaves, particularly the men, which continued till
the 16th of March at five o'clock in the evening, when to our great amazement about a
hundred slaves jumped overboard."
A Boston newspaper in 1750 reported a riot on board one of the slave ships:
"There was a revolt at sea when a Liverpool ship with 350 slaves aboard came in sight of
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Guadaloupe. When the slaves aboard came up on deck for air, they 'took an
opportunity'...and killed the master and mate of the ship, and threw 15 of the men
overboard, after which they sent the boat with two white lads and three or four others to
discover what land it was." The fate of this captured ship's fate is not known.
Between 1750 and 1788 revolts increased due to the smaller number of crew
members assigned, again because of greed, as fewer crew would mean lower wages,
meaning, translating into more profits. Usually the slave riots would be overcome by fire
arms, with many of the slaves being killed by the crew. The leaders of the riots, once
subdued, were usually killed.
Writing about sickness on board the slave ships, an indentured servant named
Meltzer writes: "Few ships escaped smallpox, dysentery, or even more dreaded
'ophthalmin' which caused blindness in cargo (slaves) and crew."
The way the cargo was handled is described by Gottlieb Mittleberger writing in
the year 1750: "During the journey the ship is full of pitiful signs of distress - smells,
fumes, horrors, vomiting, various kinds of sea-sickness, fever, dysentery, headaches, heat,
constipation, boils, scurvy, cancer, mouth-rot, and similar afflictions, all of them caused
by the medical ability and knowledge of the era; and the highly salted state of the food,
especially the meat, as well as the very bland and filthy water which bring about the
miserable destruction and death of many. Add to this the shortage of food, hunger, thirst,
frost, heat, dampness, fear, misery, vexation and lamentation as well as other troubles.
Thus, for example, there are so many lice, especially on sick people, that they have to be
scraped off the bodies. Also the storms at sea." Not a very pretty picture but a realistic
one as well as a factual one. If they survived this experience they then were faced with
the problem of arrival and disbursement.
ARRIVAL
Upon arrival at their destination the slaves were released from their chains. Their
bodies were rubbed down with oil to make their skin appear glossy and were given food
to fatten their lean bodies. After the sick were disposed of, the strong and healthy slaves
were marched through the town. A common occurrence was that the entire cargo of
slaves would be sold to one individual who would then transport the slaves’ enmass to a
single plantation. The ones not sold collectively would be brought to the town square and
auctioned off.
These slave ships landed at various ports throughout the New World. We must
realize that it was not only at American plantations that used slave labor, but there was
slavery throughout South America and on the many islands of the Caribbean by European
countries. We find slaves throughout the Western hemisphere and many of the islands off
the coast of Africa and Europe.
Indians were tried as slaves in Hahia, Brazil - 40,000 in number. Twenty years
later, only 3,000 were alive and still working. This experiment - Indian labor - would be
played out many times in different areas, as the Europeans tried to enslave the natives and
make them work. The same results occurred: the mortality rate was high, the Indians not
being able to relate to slave labor. This labor source always proved unsuccessful.
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The Indians, mostly being nomadic, had to acclimate himself to a new culture and
a new physical routine and rhythm. The Indian was very antagonistic to this forced
cultural change and of doing agricultural labor. He often lost his will to live when forced
to accept this new way, which was against his values of life. Many Indians died of
melancholy, others to escape a long life of misery, ate earth until they died. There had
been some success with Indian labor - the Incas of Peru had previously enslaved the
Andeans as slave labor - but this proved to be the exception.
SLAVERY IN THE NEW WORLD
The marriage of East and West, of black and white, took place in the harbors of
Plymouth, Mass., Charleston, South Carolina and New Orleans, Louisiana. In fact, in the
many harbors and cities of the Western Hemisphere, or as it was known in the early 17th
Century, the 'New World.' It was a 'New World,' especially to the black slave. His new
life brought him in close contact with the white race.
What was his life going to be like? His first responsibility upon capture was to
stay alive. His music, which was to become one of his most publicized activities, would
be delegated a secondary role in this new existence. But in Africa, music and life went
together. He sang most every moment of the day. Music was never thought of separately
from his daily chores. He was taken away from his family, his worldly possessions and
his arts, but, the white captives could never take his thoughts or his music from him. They
could make him work. They could make him fit his every action into a new way of life,
but, no man can take away his feelings, his creativity and his music.
What went through a slave's mind? Perhaps he thought:
It's been a month, a year, I don't know how long. We all thought they were going
to eat us (a true thought of captured slaves). But they just made us work. They just want
us to work. In Africa when we lose a battle the conqueror's God must have been more
powerful than our own, so we accept the new God as part of our religion. The white man
looks at life differently than we do but there are many things that are the same. What shall
I accept, what shall I reject?
These questions might have been asked, not out loud, but sub-consciously, and the
answers would take a number of years to be discovered. Musically we know the music the
first generation Africans brought with them. They probably didn't get a chance to use it
except maybe in the work songs, which would be more African than American in nature.
After work, tired as they may have been, there must have been some songs they sang to
help ease the burden - not only of work, but of the longing for home and the loved ones
left behind. This early music would still be more African and would remain African at
least for these first generation slaves.
The slaves that were brought to America came from many different parts of Africa
and from different villages. The American owners thought it best to mix the origin of a
group of slaves so that not too many would be from the same village or tribe. They were
afraid too many from the same village might be able to plan a revolt. Owners encouraged
slaves to sing in the fields as it made them work harder and faster. The slaves could
seldom talk to one another in the fields and had little time off. Their only way to
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communicate was through their singing of work songs. The words, which were not
understood by the whites, began to have double meanings and the slaves were able to talk
through their singing. Surely the slaves did plot escapes and relayed their plans by singing
them to other slaves.
Generation after generation, until Africa was as foreign as China, the Negro slaves
became more American than African. The new arrivals from Africa were like strangers to
these 'Black Americans.' They had adopted the culture of their captives and also their
religion, some even accepting slavery as their way of life.
THE SLAVE TRADE
The slave population of the New World is difficult to estimate, with estimates
running from a low of 3.5 million to a high of 25 million. Both European and African
nations participated in the business of human slave trade and both the two societies were
responsible and were influenced by it. Very few slaves were imported to the European
Continent for personal use - they already had a 'peasant' class to do the work. Instead, it
was the European merchants who controlled the shipping and created the economic
policies that governed both the plantation and the orientation and maritime leg of the
trade peripheral to their own social and political development. The Hispanic nations of
the Iberian Peninsula were the first to begin Negro slavery and the last to quit. The
breakdown of the number of slaves in the areas of the New World is as follows:
Brazil
British West Indies
French Colonies
Spanish America
Slaves in Louisiana
to 1803 1808-1861 -

3,646,800
1,665,000
1,600,200
1,5552,000

Dutch
500.000
Danish
28,000
English North
America (U. S.)339,000

28,300
54,000

Of those slaves imported, 4.5% of slaves were in the territory of the United States.
90% were in the Caribbean/Brazilian area.
From the years 1492 to 1770 there were more Africans arriving in the New World
than Europeans. Of the percentage of slaves leaving Africa the estimate of those lost in
transit was from 20 to 25%. At the time of the Civil War, the slave population of the
United States numbered approximately 4.5 million.
Of those slaves brought to the United States, the chart below shows what part of
Africa the slave population originated from:
24.5
23.3
15.9
13.3

Angola
Bught of Biafra
Gold Coast
Sene/Gambia

11.4
5.5
4.3
1.6

Windward Coast
Sierra Leone
Bight of Benin
Central Africa
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In trying to estimate slave population we run into many problems. There was, at
best, a lack of accurate record keeping with many of these records lost, no real attempt at
keeping either an accurate record or of assuring these records be preserved for the future.
Many lists were mixed up in port records which reported all the material imported and
did not specify individual cargo accurately. Entering the problem also were the morality
rate from disease and mobility plus the added problem of runaways. All these items made
estimating the slave population difficult. During certain times of the year, especially
during harvest time, the slave population greatly increased and was mobile with slaves
moving from one plantation to another as owners rented slaves for the harvest time.
The count of officials was uneven and unreliable and the actual count of the
population changed with the opinions of the ship captains of slave ships differed under
certain conditions. The census takers were very inaccurate going from plantation to
plantation during times when the slave population was mobile. Also, there was a unique
way of counting slaves while aboard ship on transit. A slave ship captain was issued an
Asientos (license). There was more money in regular cargo and slave count estimates
might often be inflated to help with needed space and for economic reasons. The way of
counting slaves was therefore indefinite and inaccurate. A ship would claim to be
carrying 123 'piezas.' A 'piezas' was one male slave (women and children were not
counted as equals to one 'piezas,') so a total of 123 did not mean 123 male slaves. Finally,
there was no way to accurately count the number of slaves that were illegally smuggled
into ports of the New World.
Between 1837 and 1862 the United States recaptured approximately 103 slave
ships with approximately 81,000 slaves on board. These liberated slaves were taken back
to Africa and landed on the shores in Sierra Leone with some landing in Liberia. Those
that requested otherwise became indented laborers, receipts for the military service while
others choose to be left in Cuba or Brazil.
The Middle passage (between Africa and the New World) was responsible for
many deaths; not only of the captured slaves (which is given at 20-25%) but also for the
crews of the slave ships. The death rate per voyage among the crew was uniformly higher
than the death rate among captured slaves. In the years 1748 to 1792 the separation of the
crew from the ship was 50%, with 23.7 that were either dead or lost and 26.3% were
those deserting once the voyage arrived in the New World. Even before the voyage began
crew members were exposed to African diseases such as malaria, yellow fever and other
tropic diseases. On board ship they were companions to a number of diseases - from
dysentery to lung diseases. The mortality rate might have been higher from African
diseases if the slaves were not taken within 50 miles of the African coast and waterways.
From Africa the slaves were landed in the islands of the Caribbean. As an example: of the
4,551 slaves purchased for New York and New Jersey, only 930 came directly from the
shores of Africa, others coming from the West Indies in the Caribbean. The height of the
slave trade was in the 18th Century. Below is a chart showing by century, the number of
slaves taken to the New World:
up to 1600 Century 900,000
17th Century 2,750,000
18th Century 7,000,000
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19th Century 4,000,000
The 16th Century was the time of the Empire of Jolof, with the provinces of
Guinea, Segal and Gambia broken into a series of separate kingdoms. This was a time of
African internal warfare which meant there were captive prisoners available to sell to
Europeans as slaves.
A new and intensive relationship between Africa and Europe began to be
developed as early as the 1480's. The Americans entered the trade shortly before 1500. As
with the Crusades, there were beneficial influences and items that were brought about by
the social contact of the slave trade. It began a movement of people and brought about a
migration of new food crops. No one condones the immoral taking of humans and the use
of slaves. There are many evil things besides the taking of slaves; Old world diseases
virtually wiped out the Indian population of the tropical lowlands and caused huge drops
among the New World population. There were strains of small pox imported into Africa.
A number of southern States, namely parts of South Carolina, North Carolina,
Georgia and the Chesapeake Bay region all preferred slaves from Sene/Gambia and Sierra
Leone. Besides the criteria of supply and demand, slave supplies were dependent upon
political events both in Africa and in the World. Political reforms in Africa led many
times to more efficient institutions for gathering slaves and transporting them to the
African coast. The decade of the 1780's saw an increase of the taking of slaves from the
interior of Africa. The criteria of supply and demand was second to the influence of 18th
Century African internal warfare upon slavery. One of the main influences in the drop of
the slave trade in the 1790's was due to the Napoleon Wars that entrapped Europe, but,
after the wars there was a large backlog of demands for slavery that needed to be filled.
Had it not been for British abolition plus the work of the anti-slave trade patrols at sea we
would have seen a very large advance in slave orders and totals. The slave trade
recovered somewhat in the 1820's with new sources such as Mozambique and the
availability of new carriers but this effort was dampened by the anti-slavery movement
and the slave trade declined sharply when Brazil dropped out of the slave trade in the
1850's.
The trans-Saharan slaving was on a scale too small to give the trade its impetus
and influences. The idea that the overland slave trade was on a scale similar to the
European amount is an historical myth. The terrain of the African interior was against any
Africa land route. Mortality rates varied according to: the route, the length of the passage,
land or sea, the original disease environment of the slave themselves. Finally, their
survival depended on the care they received and the chance occurrence of epidemics. The
mortality rate could vary from 10 to 55%. Slave hunters in Africa faced many hardships
and problems in supply. Not only the jungle itself but shifts in diplomatic policy either
starting or ending a war subjugated the hunter to untold peril, not short of death. African
disease claimed the life of half the Europeans connected with slave operations. The South
Atlantic slave system was a cruel and wasteful economic operation. It was most
damaging, of course, to the slaves themselves, but was deadly even for those who were
free and voluntary participants. An example of the route that a slave ship might follow on
a voyage from Africa to America is as follows:
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"From Guinea, south to the equator to pick up southeast trade winds. Then, in
mid-ocean, turn northward across the equatorial calms to catch the northeast trade winds
to the Caribbean. A ship bound for the northern hemisphere had to cross the doldrums
twice, each time taking a chance of prolonged calms which could mean shortages of food
and water and greater danger of disease in crowded slave quarters."
Two New World agricultural crops were imported into Africa - manioc and
maize. Ironically, because of the import of these crops it is said that African population
growth exceeded population losses through the slave trade. Also, ironically, the final
result in totals from the Atlantic migration was population growth for Africa, not a
decline. The result of the slave trade was felt and did effect the internal social and
political institutions within Africa. Many of the Africans, particularly those in the subSahara, were affected while others were veritably left untouched.
Again, finding some good from this forced slavery is hard but one fact is
important; if many Africans had not been taken for slavery, it was the usual custom of
many tribes to kill their captives. The slave trade made it economically profitable to sell
the captives rather than kill them. Other tribes of Africa, because of economic reasons,
became societies of slave catchers.
PLYMOUTH SLAVERY
Plymouth was the first permanent colony in the New World. Its first exposure to
slavery came in 1614 when a Captain Thomas Hunt was left in command by Captain John
Smith with orders to sail for home after he had loaded up with fish and beaver skins along
with other articles from the Indians. Hunt, instead, lured a number of Indians on board,
seized them and sailed away to sell them into slavery. Back in Spain, Hunt sold the 'poor
silly savages for rails of eight' in the slave market at Malaga. One of these Indians was
Squanto, who was later returned to Plymouth. Without Squanto's native skills in
agriculture the Pilgrims would certainly have perished - it was Squanto who showed the
Pilgrims how to plant corn.
The settlers had many small skirmishes with the Indians of the surrounding area.
In one, the Indians were persuaded not to unite with other enemy Indians but to come to
Plymouth. Upon the Indians arrival at Plymouth they were seized and shipped off to
Taniera to be sold as slaves. This action did much to prolong the Indian wars.
In his book "Saints and Strangers," George F. Williams describes Plymouth
Colony and their dealings with the Indians and the taking of slaves and the way they used
slaves:
"As Indian captives - men, women, and children - continued to pour into
Plymouth, all were sold into slavery, some to local planters, the majority in the West
Indies. One likely Indian boy was picked by Pastor John Cotton and sent as a gift to his
brother-in-law Dr. Increase Mather, who was all pleasure at such thoughtfulness. Now the
question arose about what to do with Philip's son, a boy of nine. (Philip was the Indian
Chief who made war on Plymouth.) After some debate the matter was referred to the
ministers. Cotton and Samuel Arnold of Marshfield agreed in principle that a child should
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not be punished for the sins of its parents, yet, upon serious consideration, we humble
conceive that the children of notorious traitors, rebels, and murderers, especially such as
have been principal leaders and actors in such horrid villainies, and that against a whole
nation, yea, the whole Israel of God, may be involved in the death. In the end of life of
Philip's son was spared but it might better have been taken, for he, too, spent the
remainder of his days in chains, a slave in Bermuda."
Quoting John Eliot, in protest against these and similar acts throughout the united
colonies:
"The design of Christ in these last days is not to extirpate nations but to gospelize
them. To sell souls for money seemth to me dangerous merchandise."
As early as 1646, there had been both Indian and Negro slaves in the Old Colony.
The authorities, at this time, announced their intention of selling Indians or exchanging
them for Negroes as punishment for offenses. These authorities and the religious
community did not condemn slavery; in fact, there is evidence that they owned slaves.
Upon the defeat of the Indian Chief Philip, the Plymouth pastor, John Cotton, was
presented with a captured Wampanoag as a slave, and even begged for another to send to
his brother-in-law, Roland Cotton, pastor at Yarmouth. He had an Indian slave serving as
a janitor of the meeting house. The famous Cotton Mather noted in his dairy:
"Received a singular blessing in the gift of a likely slave, which was a mightily
smile of heaven on this family."
In the 'Code of Fundamentals or Body of Liberties,' adopted in 1641, the Bay
Colony had formally recognized the institution of slavery, being the first of the colonies
to do so, anticipating even Virginia. The 'peculiar institution' of slavery, three years later,
was implicitly recognized in the Article of Confederation drawn up by the United
Colonies.
There were, among the colonies, those that did speak up against slavery. Chief
Justice Samuel Sewall was one of the first to speak out against the inhumanity of slavery.
In 1700 he published 'The Selling of Joseph, A Memorial.' It caused a controversy and
upset the conservative fraction. Shock was the reaction for many when in 1719, at a trial
of an owner accused of killing his slave, the 'wise and benign' old judge declared:
"The poorest boys and girls in the province, such as are the lowest condition,
whether they be Indians or English or Ethiopians - they have the same right to religion
and life that the richest heirs have.
And they who go about to deprive them of the right, they attempt the bombarding
of Heaven, and the shells they throw will fall down on their own heads."
When James Otis declared in his great 'Writs of Assistance' speech in 1761 that
slavery violated the 'inalienable rights of man that all men should be free.' John Adams
'shuddered at the doctrine he taught.'
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Slaves continued to be sold in Boston as late as 1788, at which time the slave
traffic was at last forbidden. The great ship builders and ship-masters of Massachusetts
continued their slave traffic in the South and the West Indies, most of them growing rich
on the Triangular Trade - Rum to Africa, Slaves to the Caribbean and the Southern States,
molasses to New England, which in turn was turned into more rum and slaves and
molasses, with dividends in cotton and tobacco.

INDIANS OF THE NEW WORLD AND SLAVERY
The Indians of the 'New World' had an established policy of slavery long before
the white or black race arrived. No major adjustment in the policy was required. Any new
adoptee was treated the same: they were integrated into a complex social structure. One
of the tribe of the Southwest did adapt the concepts of slavery from the Whites. The
Cherokee tribe used the system within their own culture. To them slaves were items of
prestige, even though in most cases the slave did not earn their keep. This was in contrast
to white slavery where slaves were solely for their value for physical utilization in
harvesting the bounty of the New World. The Indians of America altered the institution of
slavery when they adapted it in their society to create a role for the slave who, in the
white culture was a 'non-person.'
A runaway black slave if captured by the Indians found himself in a society that
was much more socially structured. Becoming a slave under the Indians gave him
something the whites denied him; the opportunity to exist, inside this rigid social
structure of the Indian village. The Negro was valuable to the Indian, for he brought with
him skills he had learned from his white master. A Negro slave, while a captive of the
Indians, possessed a degree of social mobility, and there are cases on record of their rising
to high office and status within an Indian tribe.
When two cultures meet, their adjustments do not inevitably have to result in total
assimilation. Some claim it is man's nature to enslave other men. As evidence they have
pointed to the Northwest coast Indians and to Africans who put their own kind in chains
and sold them into slavery. The truth is that slavery has never been found to exist in any
primitive society except where the primitive learned slavery from a more complex
culture. Primitive peoples in West Africa and in the Philippines were taught the slave
trade by the Spaniards: they were responding to the economic incentives of Western
civilizations and not to those of their own culture.
The closest the American Indian society ever came to white slavery was the 'debt
slavery' practiced in some parts of the Northwest coast. This idea of 'debt slavery' - A man
rescued from drowning owes a debt to his rescuer. The rescuer owns the man's economic
services and was not allowed to harm him physically in any way. The cultural process of
assimilation works best when it is not forced. As an example of voluntary assimilation we
may look to the island of Hawaii. The assimilation of the Indians into American white
society did not work because the white settlers possessed no traditions and institutions
comparable to the Indian's hospitality and their complete social integration. Other
societies of complete assimilation were the Hyksos and Egypt around 1700 B. C. and
Greece in 2 B. C.
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The use of Indian slavery was attempted in the State of Louisiana but it was not
successful. The Louisiana Indians were not good workers and didn't seem to be able to
comprehend the agricultural practices of the early settlers. Governor O'Reilly ordered the
abolition of Indian slavery around 1769-70 signing a treaty with the Indians.

COLUMBUS AND INDIAN SLAVES
Columbus envisioned Hispanola as a main source of slave labor. He had been a
part of the African slave trade prior to sailing to America. In 1494 Christopher Columbus
began the slave trade in the New World. It was on his second voyage. He returned to
Portugal with 500 Indian slaves. There is written evidence that suggest Columbus
conceived the New World as a vast mart to compete with Africa in supplying slave labor
to the European market. Records show that Columbus sought to colonize Hispanola with
the aid of slave labor. He set a quota of gold just that each Indian was required to mine in
a three month period. Around the neck of each Indian was placed a brass tag, to be
marked periodically as each quota was met. Queen Isabella felt that Columbus had not
shown the Indians Christian mercy. She countermanded his orders to sell the Indians and
decreed that they be sent back whence they had come. Supporters of Columbus's
enslavement policies cited passages in the Bible that sanctioned slavery. (Genesis 9:1925). Ultimately the humanitarian view won out and the famous laws of the Indies of 1542
was established stating that the Indians were free persons and were not to be taken as
slaves. By this time the conditions of forced Indian labor plus starvation virtually
exterminated the local Indian population in places like Cuba and Santo Domingo - Enter
the Blackman from Africa. As early as 1502 black slaves born in Seville and other parts
of Spain were being shipped to Hispanola. Those blacks born in Spain were the sons and
daughters of the first blacks kidnapped from Africa by Portuguese ships under the
leadership of Portuguese navigators like Prince Henry during the mid 15th century and
sold to Spanish merchants.
Bartolome de las Cases, upon being shocked at the treatment of the Indians by the
Spanish, suggested to Charles I in 1517 that Spanish residents in the New World be given
each a dozen black slaves. Thus was launched the slave trade between Africa and the
New World.
In April of 1493 Columbus wrote Queen Isabella:
"...Finally, and speaking only of what has happened on this voyage, which has
been so hastily achieved, their highnesses can see that I shall give them all the gold they
may need, if they will give me but a very little assistance; spices also, and cotton, as much
as their highnesses shall demand...and slaves, as many slaves as their highnesses shall
command to be shipped...."
Indian slavery, in a modified form compared to the colonist concept of slavery
was found in areas of the American continent. It existed among the Indians of the
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continent of North America from Louisiana to Florida. The American Indian practiced a
type of slavery similar to that of the African. The American Indian kept prisoners of war
as slaves for life. Very much like the Negroes imitated their white masters, some Indian
tribes copied cultural traits from the whites. The five civilized tribes, under white
influence, gave up their communal framing houses and developed plantations on an
individual basis. The Indians of these five tribes of the southeast became slave holders,
much in the mold of their white neighbors and for the same reason; economic, profit and
greed. Then as now, there were only a few in the tribe who spoke up against inhumanity
and for human rights. Still, there developed, among the Cherokee tribe, an opposition
against slavery. The full blooded Cherokee rarely held slaves, believing that all men,
regardless of color, should be free. There was even a Cherokee society called "The Pins'
who supported abolitionist beliefs. It was mostly the half-breeds who owned slaves. They
fought on the side of the South during the Civil War.
The African black was from a different cultural background than the Indian. The
black's way of life was based mostly on agriculture and herding. The African black was
better equipped and prepared than the Indian for the intense sustaining efforts needed for
the work given the slaves in the New World. The use of the African instead of the Indian
in American slavery really had little to do with characteristics of passivity or pride as so
often stated, but rather with the conditions of previous cultural conditioning for the type
of labor experienced.
SOUTHERN SLAVERY
Three out of four Southern Whites had no direct ties with slavery. A typical white
southerner was a small non-slave farmer. The literary or movie image of the aristocratic
Southern family with the pillared mansion was limited to about 10,000 families, with
approximately 300 of these owning 100 slaves or more. The over-all view of enslaved
Negroes by 1860: 90% of the slaves lived in rural areas and over half of them in the seven
deep South states, with a majority of black over white in South Carolina and Mississippi.
The slave population numbered approximately 4.5 million.
The ratio of slaves to owners in the cities was small, with most city slaves being
house servants or skilled laborers who were many times, hired out, paying their masters a
percentage of what they earned. Many times these slaves lived in separate places then
their masters. The only contact they had with their masters was the sending, each month,
the master’s percentage of the profits. Negroes were used for most manual labor jobs such
as building bridges, factory work, mining, lumberjacks, etc. As an example: an iron
factory in Richmond, Virginia, hired black slaves.
In the city, blacks and whites lived next door to each other. The house of the slave
was not the equal of their white neighbors in luxuries or necessitates but the
neighborhoods were not segregated. Slaves lived in all sections of town and in all the
towns, from Baltimore to New Orleans. Slave owners thought it better the slaves were
divided from one another rather than living in a segregated neighborhood where a
possible conspiracy could be launched. There was always a fear, especially in the South,
of slave uprisings. This fear being manifested a number of times, and numerous examples
could be cited. The most infamous would be the Nat Turner revolt. Thus if the slaves
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were dispersed throughout the city, it would tend to isolate them and in turn would
diminish any possible threats of racial revolution.
LOUISIANA/NEW ORLEANS SLAVERY
It is believed that Bienville bought two slaves in 1708 in the city of New Orleans.
The record shows that there were 20 slaves in the colony in 1712. Indian labor was tried
first but failed. In the royal charter granted to Antoine Crozat in 1712, slaves were
imported from the West Indies. Crozat imported 500 in 1716 and 3000 the following
year. The Negro slaves imported from the West Indies were troublesome, rebellious and
had a believe in Voodooism. After the experiences with the West Indies slaves, the slaves
were directly imported from Africa. Additional slaves were constantly required. In 1719
the ship ‘Grand Duc du Maine & Aurora' arrived with 500 African slaves. They were
brought to the slave trading station in Algiers, the 'plantation' of the company. From the
'plantation' slaves were distributed and sold to buyers throughout the country. With the
wealth of slaves in the colony laws were needed for conduct and management of slaves.
The Black Codes were passed in 1724. In 1731 the population of the colony was 75,000,
including slaves. In 1744 the slave population was 2000.
With the availability of slaves, small farms grew into plantations which usually
fronted a river or Bayou for access to water transportation. In 1777 the population of
Louisiana numbered 18,000 nearly half of that number were slaves. There never seemed
to be enough slaves to fill the demand and owners had to hire whites to help out. O'Reilly
had ordered that slaves be imported only from Africa but this did not stop slaves from the
West Indies being smuggled into the colony.
The plantation grew larger during the Spanish period as slavery developed into an
important economic institute. More regulations were needed as slaves began to run away
with greater frequency, many committing crimes to survive. The 'Codes' were written to
prevent this and to protest the property of the owners, the slaves. These Codes described
the treatment of slaves: slaves should be adequately housed, fed and clothed, no work on
Sundays unless paid. Slaves were not required to work before sunrise or after sunset.
Slaves were to be given half-hour for lunch, and two hours for dinner. No lashes over 30
within a 24 hour period.
There was genuine fear of slave revolts, especially after the uprising in Santo
Domingo in 1791. There were a number of revolts, the most celebrated in Louisiana in
the Pointe Coupee District. The plotters, a number of Negroes and three white men, were
discovered and arrested. The white men were banished from Louisiana. Twenty Negroes
were sentenced to death. These were placed on board a boat, which moved down the
Mississippi and at more-or-less regular intervals; one was landed and hanged from a tree.
In 1788 there were 1500 free Negroes. After 1794 many free Negroes came to
Louisiana from Santo Domingo with considerable amounts of property. They were well
educated and cultured people. The segment of the New Orleans society, the Creoles,
continued to increase in population. In 1803 there were 10,000 people in New Orleans,
half free Negroes or slaves.
PEOPLE OF LOUISIANA
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In and around New Orleans there were a number of nationalities; French and
Spanish Creoles, Germans living along the Mississippi above and below New Orleans,
Acadians along Bayou Lafourche, Teche and Verminlion, Islenos from Canary Island,
living in Southern Louisiana, Americans in New Orleans, French from the West Indies in
Northeaster, Louisiana, and Bayou Tech and free Negroes in New Orleans. In 1812 the
population of Louisiana was 80,000. In 1840 - 250,000, and in 1860 it grew to 700,000.
Throughout the period up to the 1850's the Negro population outnumbered the whites. In
1812 the Negro population was 40,000; in 1850 it was 330,000. The free Negroes
numbered 8,000 in 1812; in 1860 they numbered 19,000, the majority of these were
mulattos who outnumbered pure Negroes 4 to 1.

SLAVERY - OWNER PER-CAPITAL
In 1860:
21,000 owned slave - over half this number - 5 slaves or less
4,500
6 to 10 slaves
2,600
11 to 50 slaves
1,800
21 to 50 slaves
700
50 to 100
36
101 to 300 slaves
6
300 to 500 slaves
500 to 1000 slaves
4
30,646
The great majority of these slaves were born in the United States.
NEGROES DURING MILITARY OCCUPATION
1865-1877
After the Civil War, the South faced a number of problems: 1) The restoration of
state and local self-government, 2) The rebuilding of agriculture, 3) The development of
industry to supply basic home needs and, 4) The definition of the place in society of the
newly freed Negro. But the most vital problem was the relationship between the Negroes
as slave having a past slave/master relationship and now an entirely different situation.
The whites still treated the Negroes more like slaves. The Negro wanted political power
and complete equality and freedom from work. A Southern textbook describes this
recently freed Negro and what was done about the problem:
"Negroes aimlessly roamed the land, stealing and committing other crimes; radical
white and colored political leaders systematically looted the state. Loyal Louisianians had
to operate outside the law to preserve order. The Ku Klux Klan and other secret
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organizations did much good until they came under the control of revengeful leaders and
had to be disbanded."
It is hard to believe that the above paragraph was from a Southern textbook that
had a copyright date in it of 1959.
There were a number of Negroes who did hold public office, but most were not
educated and had no experience in politics or government and were used as tools by
unscrupulous white men.
Before the war, the Negroes were divided into 2 groups: free Negroes and slaves.
The free slaves were educated and possessed property. Many lived in New Orleans and
had traveled to the North and to Europe. It was the former slaves that suffered the
most...Rumors of free land, animals, equipment and a government that would help
support him were things promised to him. Unscrupulous politicians promised him riches,
free markets, continuous basking in the sun. Possession of white people's houses and a
great deal more. During the early days of freedom the ex-slave was excused from
prosecution for misdemeanors and even criminal acts. After the glory days, the Negro
finally realized that the Government wasn't going to support him and he wasn't going to
get all the things that were promised him by the carpetbaggers and others that told him or
riches and promises. A Federal officer advised him:
"Return to the plantation owned by your former master. Those who once held you
in slavery are not your enemies; they are your best friends. The government will not give
you land or stock. You can get nothing except by working for it."
A Southern textbook describes the loyalty of the slaves to their ex-masters thusly:
"Many rural Negroes had remained loyal to their Master during the war and
afterwards worked for wages or a share of the crop. On Brohenburn Plantation in
Northeastern Louisiana an example of this: One ex-slave was given land rent free,
eventually becoming a successful farmer.
Many of former slave owners had sympathetic feelings for their ex-slaves and
aided them whenever possible."
Upon the advice of Federal Army officers and their former masters many exslaves returned to the farms and plantations of Louisiana and contributed much to the
economic rebuilding of the state.
In another textbook the ante bellum slaves is described very pleasantly in direct
opposite views given by slaves to the Library of Congress:
"On the whole, slaves were adequately housed, clothed and fed. They worked
from sunrise to sundown, as did white workers at this time, and on many plantations had
Saturday afternoons off. Many of them were permitted to own property, and by working
nights, Saturday, afternoons, Sunday and on holidays, were able to accumulate a little
property and sometimes to even purchase their freedom. The life of the slave was not very
different from that of the pioneer farmers in Western and Northeastern Louisiana. Each of
these groups worked long hours, receiving only a bare living in return for their labors."
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A nice description but even though they worked the same as others, they still were
slaves.
The carpetbaggers, scalawags and free Negroes who had governed the state during
the period of military occupation from 1865 to 1877, had committed many excesses,
plunged the state deeply into debt and caused governmental, economic and social
disorder. The last Negro elected to the state legislature was in 1896, until the present
time.
After 1877 there was much competition between white laborers and newly freed
Negroes. Both established labor organizations. There was a history of strikes and unrest
as time approached the modern period after 1900.
DOCUMENTS ABOUT SLAVERY
Lincoln in his first inaugural address announced his intention to keep out the
affairs of states that permitted slavery. Frederick Douglas and others tried to convince
Lincoln that the Union would never prosper until the war assumed an anti-slavery
attitude. Lincoln declared the purpose of the war, in his eyes, was to save the Union, and
neither to save nor destroy slavery. Lincoln's first concern was to save the Union. He
believed this so strongly that when Southern slaves fled toward the advancing Union
armies, Lincoln ordered that they be returned to their owners.
Lincoln also bared free black men from the Union Army. The famous
Emancipation Proclamation was originally issued as a threat to the south; either they lay
down their arms or risk having their slaves freed forever. (This was in the preliminary
Proclamation issued in Sept. of 1862.) The signing of the Proclamation came only after
18 months of the war had been fought. There was little emancipating brought about by or
from the proclamation. It freed (after January 1st, 1862) only the slaves in states that were
found to be in open rebellion against the Union and not in the loyal border states, not in
the states that hadn't seceded and not in regions within the rebellious states occupied by
the Union Army.
The Proclamation was really a military measure, not as most people seem to
believe, and an idealistic one. Lincoln stated:
"Things have gone from bad to worse, until I felt we had reached the end of our
rope in the plan of operations we had been pushing; that we had about played our last
card."
The object of the proclamation was to pressure the Southern states into
submission by threatening to deprive them of their slaves and create a fifth column of
freed slaves behind enemy lines. It was also an international gesture to swing opinion
against the South. There was a chance that Great Britain and France would enter on the
South's side of the war because of the need for cotton. The issuing of the Proclamation
helped win them onto the North's side.
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The Czar of Russia sent his fleet across the sea and anchored it off the coast of
New York, ready to do battle if either England or France tried to break the blockade of
the South. The world was watching and waiting to see what happened in the slave issue.
Carl Marx wrote on the slave issue:
"In my opinion, the biggest things that are happening in the world today are on the
one hand the movement of the slaves in America started by the death of John Brown, and
on the other the movement of the serfs in Russia."
This was written in 1860. In March of 1861, Alexander II signed the Edict of
Emancipation which freed 15,000,000 Russian serfs from bondage. He was later
assassinated.
Abraham Lincoln, in 1863 issued the Proclamation of mancipation; its long-term
effect was the abolition of slavery. He too was later assassinated.
It was six months after the Proclamation that the black man was able to enlist in
the Union services. Eagerly, 180,000 blacks served in the war. The war was thought of in
a less than idealistic way in both the north and south by the common man. The southerner
called it a rich man's war and a poor man's fight. The northerner also called it that, many
white workers saw it as a fight for black men who would only become competitors for
their jobs when freed.
By 1863 the Union had to resort to the draft although a person could buy an
exemption for $333.00). The northerner resented the draft and 98 registrars were killed in
the first four months of the draft law. Riots broke out in many cities. In New York, 1,200
were killed in four days of rioting. Only 7 % of the white population of the north served
in the Union Army while 18% of the black population served. 25% of the Union Navy
were black. (Freed black population)
Lincoln still considered the idea of voluntary deportation of the blacks and to have
the federal government pay for any property (Negro slaves) surrendered.
THE DELETED CLAUSE OF THE
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
When the Declaration of Independence was being ratified, a clause, reprobating
the enslaving of the inhabitants of Africa, was struck out of the final draft in compliance
to South Carolina and Georgia. That clause was the only substantive change in the
document. The omitted clause was a denunciation of the slave trade. Jefferson wrote it as
one of the several complaints against King George II. (Irony: The first life lost in the
revolution was that of a black, Cripus Attucks, in the Boston Massacre of 1770).
The omitted clause:
"He (the King of Great Britain) has waged cruel war against human nature itself.
Violating its most sacred rights of life and liberty in the persons of a distant people, who
never offended him, captivating and carrying them into slavery in another hemisphere, or
to incur miserable death in their transportation thither, this piratical warfare, the
opprobrium of infidel powers, is the warfare of the Christian King of Great Britain.
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Determined to keep open a market where men should be bought and sold, he has
prostituted his negative for suppressing every legislative attempt to prohibit or restrain
this execrable commerce."
Jefferson also wrote, in his notes on Virginia, about the slavery question.
Jefferson questioned the black man's inherent capacities. He later repudiated this position
and admits he had based his opinion on scanty evidence. Jefferson also perceptively
explained the evolution of racist doctrines on how parents transmit "odious peculiarities"
to their children and how, without conscious awareness, these peculiarities become so
stamped upon the mind that their origins become completely forgotten generations later.
He repudiated this statements with:" There must doubtless be an unhappy influence on
the manners of our people produced by the existence of slavery among us. The whole
commerce between master and slave is a perpetual exercise of the most boisterous
passions, the most unremitting despotism on the one part, and degrading submissions on
the other. Our children see this, and learn to imitate it; for man is an imitative animal.
This quality is the germ of all education in him. From his cradle to his grave he is
learning to do what he sees others do. The parent storms, the child looks on, catches the
lineaments of wrath, puts on the same airs in the circle of smaller slaves, gives a loose to
the worst of passions, and thus nursed, educated, and daily exercised in tyranny, cannot
but be stamped by it with odious peculiarities."
Many people use, as justification of slavery the following passage in the Bible:
Genesis 9: 19-25
"19 - These are the three sons of Noah; and of them the whole earth overspread.
20 - And Noah began to be a husbandman, and he planted a vinyard
21 - And he drank of the wine, and was drunk; and he was uncovered within his
tent
22 - And Ham, the father of Cannan, saw the nakedness of his father, and told his
two brethren without.
23 - And Shem and Japheth took a garment, and laid it upon both their shoulders,
and went backward, and covered the nakedness of their father; and
their faces were backward, and they saw not their father's
nakedness.
24 - And Noah awoke from his wine, and knew what his younger son had done
unto him.
25 - And he said, Cursed be Canaan; a servant of servants shall he be unto his
brethren."
Our forefathers and their forefathers before them firmly believed that Noah's curse
showed that it was God's will that the black man be a slave. (Ham was dark skinned)
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The United States Constitution, in 1865, was amended and the 13, 14 and 15th
amendments, dealing with the social civil, and political rights of black Americans was
adopted. Amendment 13 deals with the abolishment of slavery.
Article XIII (December 18, 1865) Section I
"Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime
whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the United States, or
any place subject of their jurisdiction.
Section II: "Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate
legislation." Many Negroes were convicted of crimes and sent to the Southern prisons
which began to have larger numbers of convicts, mostly Negroes who where made to
work at hard labor. A description of prison life is very similar to what life was like on the
plantations. So the southern whites found ways around some of the new laws. If not, there
was always the distasteful KKK, who through terror kept the ex-slave in line.
Article XIV (July 28, 1868) Section I
"All people born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction
thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No state
shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge any person of life, liberty, or property,
without due process of law, nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction he equal
protection of the laws.
Section II "Representative shall be apportioned among the several States
according to their perspective numbers, counting the whole number of persons in each
state, excluding Indians not taxed." But when the right to vote at any election for the
choice of electors for President and Vice-President of the United States, representatives in
Congress, the executive and judicial officers of a State, or the members of the legislature
thereof, is denied to any of the male inhabitants of such state, being 21 years of age, and
citizens of the United States, or in any way abridged, except for participation in rebellion
or other crime, the basis of representation therein shall be reduced in the proportion
which the number of such male citizens shall bear to the whole number of male citizens
21 years of age in such State.
Section III 'No person shall be a senator or representative in Congress, elector of
President and Vice-President, or hold any office, civil or military, under the United
States, or under any State, who having previously taken an oath, as a member of
Congress, or as an officer of the United States, or as a member of Congress, or as an
officer of the United States or as a member of any State legislature, or as an executive or
judicial officer of any State to support the Constitution of the United States shall have
engaged in insurrection or rebellion against the same, or given aid or comfort to the
enemies thereof. But Congress may be a vote of 2/3 of each house removes such
disability.
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Section IV "The validity of the public debt of the United States, authorized by
law, including debts incurred for payment of pensions and bounties for services in
suppressing insurrection or rebellion, shall not be questioned. But neither the United
States nor any State shall assume or pay any debt or obligation incurred in aid of
insurrection or rebellion against the United States, or any claim for the loss or
emancipation of any slave; but all such debts, obligations, and claims shall be held illegal
and void.
Section V
"The Congress shall have power to enforce, by appropriate legislation the
provisions of this article.
Article XV (March 30, 1870)
The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged
by the United States or by any State on account of race, color, or previous condition of
servitude.
Section II "The Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate
legislation.
(Article XIV is supposed to guarantee civil rights. We all know the story of the
many segregation laws passed and enforced in the United States. The right to vote was
also abridged by many States charging a poll tax. Many of these evils have been corrected
but prejudice still exists.)
The recent Civil Rights bill is now in effect and enforced since its passage in
1964>
Thomas Paine's first published article in America appeared in the Pennsylvania
Journal and the Weekly Advertiser, March 8th, 1775. Paine, born in England in 1737,
came to America in 1774, and within months was denouncing the slave trade. This article
entitled "African Slavery in America" speaks for itself:
"To Americans: That some desperate wretches should be willing to steal and
enslave men by violence and murder for gain, is rather lamentable than strange. But that
many civilized, nay Christianized people should approve, and be concerned in the savage
practice, is surprising; and still persists, thought it has been so often proved contrary to
the right of nature, to every principle of justice and humanity, and even good policy, by a
succession of eminent men and several late publications. (Dr. Ames, Baxter, Durham,
Locke, Carmichael, Hutcheson, Montesquieu and Blackstone, Wallace, etc., etc. Bishop
of Gloucester - Paine's own footnote)
Our trader in men (an un-natural commodity) must know the wickedness of that
slave-trade, if they attend to reasoning, or the dictates of their own hearts; and such as
shun and stifle all these, willfully sacrifice conscience, and the character of integrity to
that golden idol.
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The managers of that trade themselves, and others, testify, that many of these
African nations inhabit fertile countries, are industrious farmers, enjoy plenty, and lived
quietly, averse to war, before the Europeans debauched them with liquors, and bribing
them against one another; and that these inoffensive people are brought into slavery, by
stealing them tempting kings to sell subjects, which they can have no right to do, and
hiring one tribe to war against another, in order to catch prisoners. By such wicked and
inhuman ways the English are said to enslave towards one hundred thousand yearly; of
which thirty thousand are supposed to die by barbarous treatment in the first year; besides
all that are slain in the un-natural wars excited to take them. So much innocent blood
have the managers and supporters of this inhuman trade to answer for to the common
Lord of all!
Many of these were not prisoners of war, and redeemed from savage conquerors,
as some plead; and they who were such prisoners, the English, who promote the war for
that very end, and the guilty authors of their being so; and if they were redeemed, as is
alleged, they would own nothing to the redeemer but what he paid for them.
They show as little reason as conscience who put the matter by with saying "Men,
in some cases, are lawfully made slaves, and why may not these?" So men, in some cases,
are lawfully put to death, deprived of their goods, without their consent may any man,
therefore, be treated so, without any conviction of desert? Nor is this plea mended by
adding- "They are set forth to us as slaves, and we buy them without farther inquiry, let
the sellers see to it." Such men may as well join with a known band of robbers, buy their
ill-got goods, and help on the trade; ignorance is no pleadable in one case than the other;
the sellers plainly known how they are not concurring with men-stealers; and as the true
owner has a right to reclaim his goods that were stolen, and sold; so the slave, who is
proper owner of his freedom, has a right to reclaim it, however often sold.
Most shocking of all is alleging the sacred scriptures to favor this wicked practice.
One would have thought none but infidel cavaliers would endeavor to make them appear
contrary to the plain dictates of natural light, and conscience, in a matter of common
justice and humanity; which they cannot be. Such worthy men, as referred to before,
judged other ways, Mr. Baxter declared, "the slave trader should be called devils, rather
than Christians; and that it is a heinous crime to buy them," But some say, "the practice
was permitted to the Jews." To which may be replied:
1) The example of the Jews, in many things, may not be imitated by us; They had
not only orders to cut off several nations altogether, but if they were obliged to war with
others, and conquered them, to cut off every male: they were suffered to use polygamy
and divorces, and other things utterly unlawful to us under clearer light.
2) The plea is, in a great measure, false; they had no permission to catch and
enslave people who never injured them.
3) Such arguments ill become us, since the time of reformation came, under
gospel light. All distinctions of nations, and privileges of one above others, are ceased;
Christians are taught to account all men their neighbors; and love their neighbors as
themselves; and do to all men as they would be done by; to do good to all men; and manstealing is ranked with enormous crimes. Is the barbarous enslaving of our inoffensive
neighbors, and treating them like wild beasts subdued by force, reconcilable with all these
divine precepts? Is this doing to them as we would desire they should do to us? If they
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could carry off and enslave some thousands of us, would we think it just...One would
almost wish they could for once; it might convince more than reason, or the Bible."
SLAVE MUSIC
Most books on jazz list separately the types of Negro music, some even saying
that a certain type of Negro music was the ancestor of jazz. I would like to emphasize that
jazz did not come from one type of music, nor from either Africa, Europe or the Near
East. (Sic: I believe jazz evolved from the music surrounding its development and mostly
dictated by the need for more bands to play dance music.)
Negro music was influenced by and in turn influenced music that existed at the
time. The Negro approached all of his music in the same way. The mood might be
different, the use of the music different, but he did not perform it differently. Thus it is
the manner or style of performance of the Negro that is one of the true ancestors of jazz.
It was this manner that is a main source of African influence, and it is this manner that
was at first unsuccessfully imitated by other musicians attempting a like style of dance
music.
It was the combining of all the European and African influences and its initiation
as dance music that brought about jazz. One thinks about the years that music
improvising has been around. Jazz didn't developed either in European or African musical
history. Just as a new born baby must have been created by two sexes, jazz was born with
a European father and an African mother and dancing grand parents. It took the institution
of slavery to become the tempter and the greed of man to become the temptation to bring
these three together. Both the European and African systems had backgrounds of
improvising but only when the two combined did a new baby (jazz) evolve. Other cultural
fusions failed to produce jazz as the mixing of Islamic musical culture and African or the
combining of European music and Islamic music.
Other important factors: 1) The timing of the two cultures. European harmony was
being developed from 1600 in the early Baroque. The first slaves were brought to
Virginia in 1619. 2) The importance of religion and its music in early America and
Africa. 3) In the 19th Century the Romantic Movement in music was developing and
these came together in America to help this uniting of African and Europeans music.
Thus the diary of an African maiden and an American fortune matured into jazz blossoming when the age of puberty arrived.
THE MIND AND ATTITUDE OF THE SOUTHERN NEGRO
AND SOUTHERN ARISTOCRATIC WHITE
Slavery was a powerful conditioner of the mind of the Southern Negro. But
despite the tremendous handicaps suffered, the Negro was able to rise above his
adversities and confute the prevailing 'Black Sambo' image. The Negro had to disperse
the stereotyped inferiority inherent in his race by his white contemporaries.
While the slave's master took him for granted, the slave studied closely the mind
and character of the Whiteman and was more astute in reading the mind of the master
than the master was in penetrating the psychology of the Blackman. The black slave's
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mind was never really penetrated and the Negro's inner thoughts remained veiled and
inscrutable.
One important point must be noted here: the history of the Negro in the antebellum South has been based almost exclusively on white sources. There are two types of
documented evidence that bring to light the view of the Southern Negro. They are the
documents written by 1) Black scholars such as DuBois, Douglas, Washington and others
that give valuable incites into the Negro's thoughts, and, 2) The WPA Writers Project of
1936 (in 36 volumes). These volumes depict the slave's situation as a quasi-frontier
condition on the plantation. Within the Negro social structure there was a very definite
class system, as distinct as between the structure of black and white social structure.
Educated Negroes were conservative in their views. David Walker, Negro author
of the "Appeal," recognized the Negro possessed a servile attitude and a trembling fear
and awe of the white man. Walker believed that the ignoble character of the Negro was
caused by their enslavement. This Negro attitude was influenced by the liberated free
blacks, Negro preachers and the Negroes who were 'drivers' on the plantations. (The
Negro assistant of the overseers.)
The intelligence of the Negro was not noticed until the reconstruction period when
society was given this opportunity. The Negro's race was a proud one. It was discussed
that the Negro mind could compare favorably with a large number of white citizens. One
source of pride was the record of the brave Negro soldiers in the battles of: Olustee,
Milliken's Bend, Port Hudson, Fort Wagner and Petersburg during the Civil War.
Some of the more adaptable and trustworthy Negroes of the old South in the early
days of reconstruction enjoyed unusual opportunities and incentives for self-development.
They developed self-respect and pride by: learning to read and write, taking advantage of
opportunities in the hiring system, by acquiring mechanical skills through apprenticeships
and by being placed in positions of responsibility on the plantation. The Negro's mind
was further developed by the close association with superior white masters.
The symbiosis of Negroes and whites living together, especially on the small
plantations, was an important influence in the advancement of the Negro, often leading to
mutual respect and affection. Progress became evident when the Negro was exposed to
the stimulus of town and city life (especially in New Orleans). As stated by Sidney
Andrews of Orangeburg Courthouse, South Carolina on September 9, 1865: "The city
Negro and the country Negro are as much unlike as two races."
Among those Negroes most closely associated with upper class whites (besides
the house servants & drivers) were the Negro barbers. This fact might explain to some
degree the important role Negro barbers played in politics and the leadership of the race
immediately after the Civil War. Jazz history, in the early days, mentioned a number of
barber shops that became the meeting place of Negro musicians.
Bondage did warp the mind and personality of the Negro, who was constantly
accommodating himself to the pressure of an authoritarian society. Although the Negro
was noted for his easy going nature and uninhibited self expression - which seems to
indicate an uninhibited sense of humor and a relaxed personality - there was another kind
of laugh characteristic of the slave - a nervous laugh of ingratiating when he felt
embarrassed in the presence of the white man.
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Country Negroes were different in expressing opinions before a white man; a
sense of inferiority and insecurity seems to have been mainly responsible for the shuffling
gait, the slouching posture and the downcast look in speaking to the white man. It also
may have had some effect on his speech, causing him to stutter.
The effect of slavery on the Negro personality might be compared to the
confinement of the World War II white prisoner. It tended to produce a Sambo type reducing the subject to child-like behavior, submissive, irresponsible, living from day to
day.
Higginson, in his documents on the Negro regiment he headed, noted the Negroes
displayed great docility, child like nature, altering between extreme gravity and
exhilaration and an enduring patience, a dramatic talent, a deep religious feeling which
they expressed in their fervent singing of spirituals and a freedom from vindictiveness,
proved in battle to be brave, free from vice of town and cities (especially the plantation
Negro) like drunkenness, profanity and crimes of violence. (Petty stealing and immorality
were faults that had been stimulated by the conditions of the plantation.) Higginson was
impressed how quickly the mores of the Negro changed after he had escaped from
bondage. The freedman especially developed self-respect. They became more and more
like the white soldiers.
But, the Negro was a Southerner. He loved the South. Northerners noticed the
Negro's indolence, shiftlessness, carelessness, and forgetfulness. The South's hot climate
made the Southern Negro less efficient directors of labor, more tolerant of human
deficiencies, more shiftless themselves and more relaxed taskmasters than Northerners.
Contact with whites caused an imitative faculty which was possessed by Negroes in a
large degree.
The remarkable Negroes of the old South should have proved to the Southerners
the falsity of their stereotypes of the Negro race. But so tenacious are stereotypes when
supported by tradition, economic interest and fear, that they often defy both reason and
observation. The stereotype of the Negro is a striking instance, for it has continued to
affect public opinion, both in the South and the North, far in the 20th Century.
THE MIND AND ATTITUDE OF THE WHITE SOUTHERNER
The environment that the White southerner found himself in was extremely
uncomplex, unvaried and unchanging. The economic and political organization he
participated in was reduced to its simplest elements. It was a world of horses, guns, dogs
and fun; not ideas, books or art. He pursued political fields, not the pursuit of knowledge,
the painting of pictures or the development of one's mind. A healthy culture requires
certain predisposed habits of mind on the part of its populace. A healthy culture is
hospitable to new ideas; it has a firm grip on reality and a capacity for detachment. The
southerner's personal attitude obviously was a negation of detachment.
The South was an inherently conservative society. There was no need to
understand complex environment and social dissatisfaction. The intellectual and aesthetic
culture of the old south was a superficial and jejune thing. The South did not produce any
original philosophers and no derivative persons to compare with others like the North's
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Emerson or Thoreau. No novelist except perhaps Simms or Allston, no poet except Poe,
only half Southern.
Southern culture was borrowed from within and was worn as a political armor and
a badge of rank. Actually the South did not have a true culture at all.
The reason? In the 70 years between the cotton gin and the Civil War, the
southerner lived a life of wealth and leisure which was not an asset usually found in a
healthy culture. This environment molded the type of life he lived and his attitudes and
psychology. There was nothing to give rise to develop an intellectual culture; actually
much more that was implicitly hostile and controlled. Knowledge comes when
surrounding worlds become sufficiently complicated to make it difficult or impossible for
human energies to escape, on a plane of direct activity. A reaching out vicariously for
satisfaction of primitive urges to exercise of muscle and nerve, and achievement of
universal will to mastery, and on variety and change.
A description of a Southern Aristocrat describes the mind of a typical Southerner:
"No one knew how ignorant he was, how childlike, how helpless before the
relative complexity of a school. Strictly the southerner had no mind. He had
temperament. He was not a scholar; he had no intellectual training, he could not analyze
an idea and he could not even conceive of admitting too. Total effect of southern
conditions to preserve the southerner's original simplicity of character as it were in
perpetual suspension. He did not think, he felt; discharging his feelings immediately, he
developed no need or desire for intellectual culture in its own right."
The Southerner had a terrifying truculence toward every new idea. He had the
disposition to reject every innovation - it was the status quo he worshipped and patriotism
to his land was his first resolution. Along with the iron wall southern religion built around
its control of the educational system, of which there was no opposition, the rest of the
South's institutions drew a ring around itself, resulting in stagnation. Its literature was
social and in it was seen the attitude that maintained its preservation of the power and
prevalence of its standard of honor. After the loss of the Civil War the South was exposed
to reconstruction which further paralyzed southern culture to the root of the savage ideal
and the South became like medieval feudalism.
The existence of the Southern plantation precluded access to theaters, music halls
and the aristocratic family of the plantation owner lacked formal education. The
southerner had a weak musical heritage, had very plain musical tastes and had a Puritan
bias against music which he saw as a symbol of sin and the devil and saw it as a threat to
his work and his seriousness and moral restraint.
Perhaps this attitude of both the black and white man was different only in the city
of New Orleans, a Catholic city and a very festive city - thus furthering the development
of early jazz.
SOUTHERN SCHOOL TEXTBOOKS
In surveying the textbooks of 19th Century Southern America, one can see how
bias they were in regard to the Negro Race. This idea of racial superiority inherited by the
generations of both black and white after the Civil War (which is in the news today -
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1994 - the book "Bell Curve.") had a powerful impact on the Negro's place in American
society in spite of his new freedom. From the beginning of emancipation he was not
accepted into the mainstream of American society.
During Reconstruction period the Negro's new found freedom would be worse
than slavery to the Negroes. The students in American schools were formally presented
with ideas of prejudice in regard to the differences of intelligence between races, a view
which has remained with many of today's generations. In the textbooks the superiority of
the white race was taken for granted. At the end of some chapters, the questions asked
were definitely pointed. One such question: "Which is the most intelligent race? Answer
“White."
The students in some American schools were made to read essays about origins of
race. One such essay was by the famous author Washington Irving entitled, "Origin of he
White, the Red, and the Black Man." The following is an extract from that essay:
"The great spirit first made Blackman, saw he had bungled, and so made Red
men. He liked Red men better, but only when he had finally made White man was he
satisfied."
One may also find statements like: "To the Caucasian race by reason of its
physical and mental superiority, has been assigned the task of civilizing and enlightening
the world."
The blacks were usually pictured as always smiling, unintelligent, and with
gorilla-like features, and subject to violent passions. This can be seen in the many
pictures on popular music of the day.
Some text books also stated that the Negro race had not produced a single
example of a civilized nation and that the Negro race was, "the least civilized of all the
races." Negroes were described, not as destitute of education (which they were) but as
"destitute of intelligence."
It is hard to understand that the text books of American schools contained so
many examples of prejudice, but, it is understandable how race prejudice has hung around
for so many years.
One can see how deep this misunderstanding of inferiority and race prejudice was
and how so many could not understand what it was like to be a slave by this dialogue
between a master and his captured runaway slave. The master reproaches the slave for his
attempt to escape and reminded him how good and kind he had been treated. The slave
responded by saying, "No kindness can compensate for the fact of being a slave." This
dialogue shows that even the kindest of masters still did not understand what slavery was
like. It is no wonder that the masters who were not so kind probably never thought of the
slaves as humans with feelings except to get more work from him.
The text books attempted to justify slavery and included statements like:
"Nature has formed the different degrees of genius, and the characters of nations,
which are seldom known to change. Hence the Negroes are slaves to other men, and are
purchased on the coast of Africa like beasts for a sum of money."
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We find another text using quotes from the Bible"
"It has been a remark of some that the wretched condition of the African Negroes
proves them to be descendants of Ham, on whom the curse of his father Noah was
denounced."
After the Civil War references about the Negro began to disappear from the
textbooks of the North but not the South. It was as if the Negro had never existed.
Students reading Post War text books would not likely find any part giving the
contributions of the Black Americans to American culture. It would not be until well into
the 2nd half of the 20th Century that credit would be given for the many contributions
blacks made to American society and culture. Surely, one of the main contributions
would be their music.
The American populace, after the war, was thoroughly indoctrinated both at home
and in school, with the idea of Negro racial inferiority. Thus was the plight of the Negro
once he was 'free.' Southern text books after the war still contained racial slurs. The math
problems presented as examples, servants and slaves. It would take some time, because of
the poverty of the reconstruction period that the South would be able to afford new text
books. The school systems of the South used the same text which contained the same
racial attitudes that were present before the war.
Suffering from a lack of consciousness after the war, the freed Negro appears
many times as a pawn in disagreements and arguments between the president and
Congress as an incidental figure of contention. Emancipation absolved the Whites from
any debt to the Negro as an equal. It was like leaving alone a small child who is incapable
of self-control and self-direction. The Negroes freedom was like a small match in a dark
world. His ignorance was taken for stupidity by the majority of the White men. As
intelligent a man as Thomas Jefferson believed this at one time. Jefferson hated slavery
and thought it degrading to both master and the slave, a fact not publicized is that
Jefferson kept a mulatto mistress and had children by her. An example for the ex-slaves
longing for equality was brought to light by a letter received by Thomas Jefferson.
Written by Benjamin Banneker,a black man, the letter illustrated the crusade then being
waged by Banneker, the letter illustrated the crusade then being waged by Banneker, the
letter illustrated the crusade then being waged by Banneker in an effort to combat the
battle against misconcepts about racial intelligence.
Jefferson received this letter from Banneker, a free slave born in 1731. Banneker,
later to become one of the surveyors of Washington D. C. was editor of a series of
almanacs which won him popularity and favor around the world. Jefferson, after
admitting his error in thinking, forwarded Banneker's letter to the Academy of Science in
Paris, as proof of a Negro's equal intelligence. The letter:
"Mr. Jefferson, I suppose it is a truth too well attested to you, to need a proof here,
that we are a race of beings, (referring to the acceptance of blacks into the human race)
who have long labored under the abuse and censure of the world; that we have long been
looked upon with an eye of contempt; and that we have long been considered rather as
brutish than human, and scarcely of mental endowments. Sir, I hope I say safely admit, in
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consequence of that report which hath reached me, that you are a man less inflexible in
sentiments of this nature, than many others; that you are measurably friendly, and well
disposed toward us; and that you are willing and ready to lend your aid and assistance to
your relief, from those many distresses, and numerous calamities, to which we are
reduced.
Now Sir, if this is founded in truth, I apprehend you will embrace every
opportunity to eradicate that train of absurd and false ideas and opinions, which so
generally prevails with respect to us; and that your sentiments are concurrent with mine,
which are, that one universal Father hath given being to us all; and that he hath not only
made us all of one flesh, but that he hath also, without partiality, afforded us all the same
sensations and endowed us all with the same faculties; and that however variable we may
be in society or religion, however diversified in situation or color, we are all in the same
family and stand in the same relation to him.
Sir, I freely and cheerfully acknowledge, that I am of the African race, and in that
color which is natural to them of the deepest dye; and it is under sense of the most
profound gratitude to the Supreme Ruler of the Universe, that I now confess to you, that I
am not under that state of tyrannical thralldom, and inhuman captivity, to which too many
of my brethren are doomed, but that I have abundantly tasted of the fruition of those
blessing, which proceed from that free and unequaled liberty with which you are favored.
Sir, suffer me to recall to your mind that time, in which the arms and tyranny of
the British crown were exerted, with every powerful effort, in order to reduce you to a
state of servitude. This, Sir, was a time when you clearly saw into the injustice of a state
of slavery, and in which you had just an apprehensions of the horror of its condition. It
was now that your abhorrence thereof was so excited, that you publicly held forth this
true and invaluable doctrine, which is worthy to be recorded and remembered in all
succeeding ages; "We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are crated equal;
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights, and that among
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."
Here was a time, in which your tender feelings for yourselves had engaged you
thus to declare, you were then impressed with proper ideas of the great violation of
liberty, and the free possession of those blessings, to which you were entitled by nature;
but Sir, how pitiable is it to reflect, that although you were so fully convinced of the
benevolence of the Father of Mankind, which he hath conferred upon them, that you
should at the same time counter-act his mercies, in detaining by fraud and violence so
numerous a part of my brethren, under groaning captivity, and cruel oppression, that you
should at the same time be found guilty of that most criminal act, which you professedly
detected in others, with respect to yourselves.
I suppose that your knowledge of the situation of my brethren is too extensive to
need a recital here; neither shall I presume to prescribe methods by which they may be
relieved, otherwise than be recommending to you and all others, to wean yourselves from
those narrow prejudices which you have imbibed with respect to them, and as Job
proposed to his friends, "put your soul in their souls' stead"; thus shall your hearts be
enlarged with kindness and benevolence toward them; and thus shall you need neither the
direction of myself of others; in what manner to proceed herein.
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And now, Sir, although my sympathy and affection for my brethren hath caused
my enlargement thus far, I ardently hope that your candor and generosity will plead with
you in my behalf, when I make know to you, that it was not originally my design; but
having taken up my pen to order to direct to you, as a present, a copy of my Almanac,
which I have calculated for the succeeding year, I was unexpectedly and unavoidably led
thereto. This calculation is the product of my arduous study, in this most advanced stage
of life; for having long had unbounded desires to become acquainted with the secrets of
nature, I have had to gratify my curiosity herein through my own assiduous application to
Astronomical study, in which I need not recount to you the many difficulties and
disadvantages which I have had to encounter."
I personally consider Thomas Jefferson a great man, not only for what he
accomplished in his lifetime, but it takes a great man to see the errors of his thinking and
admit them. The letter was written in the year 1792. Jefferson was elected President in
1800. In 1806 Congress, at the President's request, enacted a law to bring the slave trade
to an end. Jefferson should really be considered the great emancipator.
MUSIC IN THE UNITED STATES - 1612 TO 1900
Music of the early colonial period in America was mostly religious. The Pilgrims,
being very strict in religious matters, were opposed to many forms of "entertainment,"
favoring only music used in church, music of a religious nature. The singing of hymns at
home was a favorite pastime, these hymns based on Psalms taken from European editions
of the "Ainsworth's psalms" and the "Generan Psalter" of 1562.
The "Bay Psalm Book," the first hymn book printed in America in the year 1640,
contained only the words of the Psalms. (The 9th edition contained 13 melodies - 1698).
Gradually a few more books of music and about music were published: "A Very Plain
and Easy Introduction to the Whole Art of Singing Psalm Tunes" by John Tufts in 1712,
is one example.
Operas were popular in the latter part of the 18th Century. The "Beggar's Opera"
was first presently in the United States in 1752. Mozart's "Marriage of Figaro" was first
heard in New York in 1823 and Rossini’s “Barber of Serville in 1825. The first opera by
an American Composer was "Leonora, written by William H. Fry (1815-1864) heard in
1845. The opera "Rip Van Winkle by Bristow (1815-1898) was seen in 1855 and the
French opera "Sylvain" by Andre Gretry, was performed in New Orleans in 1796.
The first known concert was given in Boston in 1731. Karl T. Pachelbel and other
European musicians migrated to the United States. They gave concerts throughout the
leading cities. The first know concert of the music of Beethoven (the lst Symphony) was
conducted by Anton Heinrich at Lexington, Kentucky in 1817 and the first complete
performance of Handel's "Messiah" was in Boston in the year 1818.
The performances of operas and the presentation of musical concerts in the big
cities was contrasted by the sparse musical life of the American frontier. These rugged
men left music to the women or the immigrant professors. Early urban music consisted
of: Military and patriotic music, airs from Opera, traditional songs and dance tunes, and
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bit of programmatic or absolute instrumental music. Thus an American view of the Fine
Arts was established from the beginning of our development as a country.
As the 19th Century unfolded a division appeared in the types of music enjoyed,
either the cultivated or the vernacular tradition. The Vernacular: a tradition of utilitarian
and entertainment music, i.e. popular music. Cultivated: based on the concern for a
moral, artistic and cultural ideal, based on European material and models.
The cultivated school at first rejected American music as a source of musical
subject matter. German music and musicians were very popular in the United States in the
19th Century. The emphasis was centered on the virtuoso performer and not the
composer. With the rise of the middle class there was created a vast new group of
amateur performers and publishers sold sheet music for them to play. It was easier music;
one could call it household music.
The first important Native American born composer was Francis Hopkinson
(1737-1791). Other composers of early America were: William Billings (1746-1800),
Benjamin Carr (1768-1831), Lowell Mason (1792-1872), Stephen Foster (1826-1864),
Louis Gottschalk (1829-1869), Haratio Parker (1863-1919) and Edward MacDowell
(1861-1908).
Organs wee both imported, the first around 1711 and built locally around 1745.
The Steward and Chickering Piano Co. were founded in Boston in 1823. The first
established American orchestra was in Boston (The Boston Philharmonic Society) in the
year 1810 by Gottlieb Graupner (1767-1836). Jullien toured with an orchestra from 1853
to 1854. There was a tour by the German Musical Society in 1848-1854. The orchestra
disbanded in America and many of the musicians stayed in America to play and teach. A
number of musical societies began appearing from 1762.
American music from 1820 to the Civil War the cultural tradition consisted of:
church music, piano music, orchestral music and opera.
From 1820-1865 church music consisting of Psalm hymns, fugueing tunes, etc.
This music came under criticism at the turn of the 19th Century. Church music fell under
the European influence based on its classic-era music, neat and tidy in harmony and form,
mild in rhythmic vitality and melodic thrust. Harmony was the basic ingredient. The
leader was Lowell Mason. He was noted for his involvement with music education. In
1838 the Boston Public Schools included music. Music early in the 18th Century
important to Americans as a means of reaching a higher goal in life. Considered the
music already written by the contemporary European Composers "better music" and
especially the music of Europe's classic era. But the common man of America needed
more understanding of classical music and a bridge between music of the common man
and music of a high society developed. Folk and vernacular music was rejected by the
foreign music teachers. The ability of these foreign teachers was adequate but they
neglected the 'best' of classical music and taught what they felt most comfortable with "polite" music.
The staple of mid 19th Century concert repertoire was piano music and the
popular songs of the day. The songs heard in concert were also those sung in the parlor.
The American songs of the 19th Century reflected the taste revoked in Scott's Poems and
the Gothic romances, not patriotic ones. Extreme sentimentality descending to pathos and
ascending to music ecstasy could be found in the texts, of composers like: Henry Russell
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and Stephen Foster. Their music epitomizes the concert-household song repertory. In the
text one finds insistent nostalgia. A popular subject might be Rip Van Winkle. The glee
was also very popular.
Piano music was very popular with marches and dances, patriotic pieces,
programmatic pieces, medleys of pop tunes and arias from operas, but above all
variations sets. The Virtuoso was popular because of his ability to perform and improvise
on a set of variations. Concert pianists were expected to improvise on familiar tunes or
ones called out by the audience. Between 1849 and 1865 in New York, piano concert
programs included variations taking 1 out of 3 places on the night’s performance. This
was the time of the emergence of the American composer/performer: Heinrich,
Gottschalk, Hoffman, Grobe, Wm. Mason. These composers used national melodies as
musical material. In Europe Chopin and Liszt were concretizing.
Interesting to compare: The popularity of the variation technique by the classical
musicians of America in the 19th Century. We know that Negro slave music was
beginning to show its first sign of development and they also used this quasi-variation
technique. In the classical variation one could hear the substructure of the material in the
improvising and neither form nor thematic content was problematic. Much attention was
paid to the treatment of the musical material. You could hear, through the fanciful
passage work or vocal acrobatics the hidden outlines of a familiar tune. In his music
Gottschalk used Creole songs he head in his native New Orleans, one such being
"Bamboula."
OPERA
The most lively operatic center was New Orleans, having performances of French
Opera from 1796. In the opera season of 1805-6, 16 different operas were heard by nine
different composers (Nehul, Paisiello (a rival of Mozart), Gretry, etc. and companies from
New Orleans toured America.
VERNACULAR TRADITION, 1820-1920
Spurned by the urban arbiters of cultivated taste in music, the New England
Tunesmith's pieces became a rural music in the sparsely settled South and the rugged
Frontier. From these pieces grew the white Spirituals. These were of two types: 1)
religious songs set to folk melodies and, 2) direct use of melodies from the New England
Hymns. Both of these two types were heard by the Negro slaves and repeated by him in
his own religious services. It has been said that they were one of the main influences on
Negro religious music. At the revival meeting attended by both blacks and whites, the
Negro heard religious ballads, folk hymns, revival spirituals and gospel hymns. These
were (the gospel hymns) in the style of Mason, with the harmony tending to be more
chromatically enhanced, with the text sentimentally nostalgic. They used the repeated
refrain-chorus form with a skipping type of rhythm. One was reminded of the song,
"Sweet Adeline" in the style of this gospel hymn and the call and response or echo
technique.
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CULTIVATED TRADITION 1865-1920
This type of music was dominated by, as one would suspect at this time, with
German-Austrian immigrant musicians and the European style classical music which was
imitated by American composers. Music conservatories formed, the first American
critical magazine published (Dwight's Journal 1852-1881) the 2nd New England School
of composer were influential (Paine, Chadwick, Foote, Mrs. Beach, Parker, D. G. Mason
and MacDowell). Other composers sought to refresh American classical music with the
infusion of folkloristic elements, other with Russian and French modes of expression and
finally, those wanting to infuse their music with native Indian and Negro folk material.
The later group, with its leader from American Arthur Farwell (also Hill and Gilbert) with
their champion, Anton Dvorak, published a large collection of their music containing
music material taken from Indian and Negro music. The impressionistic school was
influential upon the American composers; Griffes, Carpenter and Loelfler.
MINSTRELS
The minstrel crystallized as a form of public entertainment in the early 1840's.
They were also called "Ethiopian Opera." A similar type of show could be found in their
British antecedents in dramas that even included Negro songs. The Negro was portrayed
in a grossly exaggerated way but all impersonations take some dominate characteristic
and exaggerate it. On the plantation a Minstrel show was given at a slow pace but with
high spirits, a sort of in-house variety show. The urban show was more professional with
very fancy customers. In the urban shows the white entertainers tried to copy Negro music
and mannerisms. These exaggerated mannerisms were successful copied. But, the Negro
style of singing they could not copy. The minstrel show music was Negro music as done
by whites interpreting a song in its concrete form, sung exactly the same each
performance. One of the first groups to perform songs, skits and dances and perform an
enlarged repertoire of Negro music were the Virginia Minstrels, on February 6, 1843.
While it was a very in adequate reproduction of how Negro music really sounded, it did
bring to the public notice the germ of Negro music and created a vast audience for the
music of Stephen Foster and William Shakespeare Hays that was to be so popular in the
middle 19th Century and paved the way for the acceptance of the most popular of Negro
styles, Ragtime. Also Negro instruments were exposed to the general public: the banjo,
tambourine and bone castanets. The banjo, an African ancestral instrument, became one
of the most influential instruments of the time and the characteristic banjo tunes were a
source for the rhythms of ragtime and early jazz. These 'banjo jigs' are described by Hans
Nathan:
"The motion...is animated by many irregular stresses hectic offbeat accentuations
projected against the relentless metrical background of the accompanying taps (of the
feet), which change 2/4 into 6/8. A large number of accentuations result from sudden,
brief rests on one of the four bets in the measure." (Sic: the use of syncopation)
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Evidence suggests that although the ultimate source of this 'jig' style lay in British,
especially Scottish and Irish folk-dance music, the concentration of off-beat accents and
other rhythmic shifts derived from the manner in which such music was played by the
American Negro, who then provided models for Northern Minstrel-show banjoists. And
as a clarinet instruction book (Kendall's Clarinet instruction Book, Boston 1845) which
includes some of this material, this style is seen in other instruments and especially piano
and early ragtime is clearly indebted to it. The minstrels were entertainment for the
common man and were looked down upon by the wealthy and best educated classes of
Americans.
Minstrels began as short burlesque sketches of serious drama and opera. It
emerged is its well-known permanent form as the Ethiopian Opera; later to be called the
minstrel show, a form of American entertainment that was destined to capture the interest
of audiences from all parts of society in the United States as well as in Europe.
In Richmond, Virginia, the first Ethiopian opera was given in 1834, as an
afterpiece to a circus performance. The advertisement for it was as follows:
"The Ethiopian Opera of O HUSH!!! Or, the Long Island Cupids. In the course of
the opera, the following Glees, Duets, Trios, Song etc. will be sung: Glee, "Come all you
Virginny Gals": Glee, "Down in Old Virginny" - Glee, "Sam Johnson," etc. - Song, "Long
Trail Blue" - Duett, "Lubly Rosa." The whole to conclude with a dance by the characters."
The minstrel show began to become popular in the early 1840's. The first minstrel
was introduced to Richmond audiences in the guise of a lecture, a method similar to that
used in the 18th Century when plays were first introduced as lectures or readings. If
advertised as entertainment by Negroes, in Negro style, they would not have drawn the
audience. In the advertisement for the minstrel it read:
"Lecture on Music, &c.
At the Concert Room, Exchange Hotel
Messrs. German, Harrinton, Stanwood and Pelham...propose giving a
Series of Lectures on Music and Phrenology, commencing on Friday Night, November
3rd. at the Concert Room in the Exchange Hotel.
The citizens may rest assured that there is nothing in the lectures, either in word or
action to offend the most fastidious."
Within the week the lecturers were assured of great success and were so popular
that they moved into the theatre.
"The Ethiopian Serenaders have created quite a sensation amongst our Concert
Room Visitors, and they have politically determined to extend it throughout all classes by
taking the Theatre for three nights, and reducing their prices to such rates as to afford all
persons the power of witnessing an Entertainment which has been invariably extolled by
all who have attended their performances. The surprising talent of the Ethiopians, on their
peculiar musical instruments, is too well known in Richmond, to require eulogium, and
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their liberality in reducing their prices of admission to twenty-five cents for Boxes and
half that sum for the pit, is certain to ensure them delighted and crowded audiences."
This same entertainment troupe returned the following year and presented:
"Entertainments varying nightly, and consisting of songs, Glees, Trios, Quartetts,
Overtures, Quicksteps, Waltzes, Comic Lectures, Conundrums, &c. accompanied with
Accordeon, Banjo, Congo, Tambo, and Bone Castinetts."
A number of entertainment halls began presenting minstrels. Minstrel
entertainment often combined variety and concert performances with the characteristic
Negro impersonations. The intrigue of the minstrel was based not merely on the white
man's black face burlesque of Negro mannerisms, but on the performer's sometime subtle
and sometime bland lampooning of social and political situations without involving his
own personality.
From the fall of 1853 to the spring of 1865 over 30 different minstrel troupes
performed in one theatre alone. During the Civil War Southern minstrel talent was
popular.
The last minstrel advertised in Confederate Richmond was given in 1865. In the
book "Music of the Old South: Colony to Confederacy" by Albert Stoutamire, is stated,
about music in Richmond before the Civil War:
"The 15-year period before the Civil War was an era of rapid growth for
Richmond. There was more of a diversity of music activities than during previous years,
and the city experienced an infusion of musically talented Europeans into its social
structure. Richmond's newly arrived German immigrants organized amateur and
professional music groups and provided inspiration and assistance to other musicians of
the city. An amateur interdenominational sacred music choral society flourished under
local leadership during the mid-century period until 1856, when the emphasis of local
music activity shifted to combined instrumental and vocal secular music. There were two
component types of theatrical music performances during the period: one was concerned
with artistic endeavors in serious drama and opera; the other offered entertainment
consisting of minstrel and variety performances. possibly the principle influences on
musical tastes of the period were 1) the minstrels in which sentimental, jubilant, and
comic songs were performed, and 2) the European concert artists' performances on which
were offered selections from popular operas and other art music, some of which was
notable for its adaptability to spectacular performance."
In all civilized cultures, the South had a multitude of social milieu, each enjoying
its own type of music, but all sharing each other's music to some extent. Stoutamire
writes;
"The slaves sang and played various instruments. A young lady's education was
incomplete if she could not sing or play a socially acceptable instrument for parlor guests.
Itinerant actors and musicians brought the latest tunes and compositions to town from far
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away places. The opera, the recital, the church service, the minstrel, the circus, the
serenade, the parade, the music of the street, and numerous other modes of performance
provided music to suit the wide variety of musical tastes of the community.”
We observed that the Old South assimilated the music of other cultures,
particularly those of Europe and especially England. It produced some music of its own
but not without drawing heavily from the fundamental idioms of European music.
Although there must have been elements of uniqueness in the indigenous music, they are
most elusive since most evidence left behind is silent. The traditional Negro spiritual that
we do hear today and that came out of the Old South evidences a unique flavor. However,
"Dixie" and "Suwannee River," tunes from the minstrel era that are associated with the
Old South, are compositions by men who lived in the North.
Both North and South were culturally dependent upon Europe for artistic
leadership and remained so well into the 20th Century. It is doubtful that a leading
composer or musician was nourished by the southern culture for two reasons. First, a
professional musician, while being admired and praised by the upper echelons of society,
was seldom admitted to its ranks. Therefore, talented young men with parents who could
afford to provide a musical education in Europe would not make such an investment on a
career with a social stigma attached to it. The announcements of performances may
careful distinctions between "gentlemen amateurs" and "musicians." Second, if a native of
the South became famous as a musician, he no doubt had found it necessary to change his
name, claim to be from Europe, and thus deny his southern legacy.
The activities of a substantial number of musicians from the 18th Century period
throughout the Civil War era are described in this book. They performed well, taught, and
composed music. That none became a Beethoven or a Paganini does not indicate the lack
of an existing or thriving musical culture. It does, however, lend substance along with
other evidence available here that the musical culture, while thriving, had not reached its
apex at the termination of the Civil War, which closed the era of the Old South. That era
is an integral part of our cultural heritage, and it was a noble era.
FOLK SONGS OF THE SOUTHERN WHITE
AND FRENCH CREOLES OF LOUISIANA
The ballads and songs of the southern people are a racial heritage, originating
mostly from British and Irish backgrounds (90%) and included ballads from Scotch,
French and Spanish as well. Evidence can be secured and multiplied to show that
educated and socially prominent southerners, as well as members of the lower class, knew
and loved these French Creole ballads. The one exception would be the area around New
Orleans. When talking about southern ballads the states mentioned are: Kentucky,
Tennessee, Virginia, south & North Carolina, Texas, Georgia, Mississippi and Alabama,
but seldom Louisiana. Louisiana is unique among the southern states. Its folk music was
more French than English. As the spiritual traveled to New Orleans from the uplands of
the south so did the ballads which became religious many times. There is a wealth of
French folk songs used by the Creoles and Negro folk songs.
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The authorship of the vast majority of the folk songs/ballads are unknown and
undiscoverable; they have variants in texts, melodic versions, and have been perpetuated
almost entirely by word of mouth. It is possible that within these imported ballads one
can find the ancestor of 'the blues?'
The people of the South, along with their fellow countrymen, accepted these
ballads and were content to revamp them and accept others and freely exchange songs
with their neighbors of the North and West, giving and receiving, but, not borrowing or
lending much that was indigenous. Even the songs that were indigenous were largely
derivative and imitative. This is true, in some measure, of what is regarded as the most
distinctive southern types - the pseudo-Negro, plantation and religious folk songs.
Genuine historical folk songs are few and usually inferior. No native songs survive from
colonial times or the Revolution. Would the blues then be original? The odds are against
anything original
Basically there is homogeneity of the people of the South. Traits of similarity
overwhelmingly outnumber traits of dissimilarity. Only around New Orleans is there a
marked difference. In no cultural element in the southern people is this more evident than
in the musical 'folk music' of New Orleans.
The habit of singing was a wide and equally diffused element in the South and the
songs sung all over the South are much the same, but nowhere except New Orleans do
you hear the Creole songs. The Negro work songs, boat songs and spirituals are heard all
throughout the South. These Creole folk songs had their origin in France.
FRENCH CREOLE SONGS
There are three distinct types of French types of French folk songs: 1) Louisiana
French folk songs, 2) Acadian-Cajun French, and, 3) Negro-French, Creole dialect.
French Folk Songs
Many of the Louisiana French folk songs were brought to Louisiana by ancestors
of the present generation. We can assume that they have gone through a period of
variation texts and music, not as much in rhythm.
Acadian-Cajun French Folk Songs
Most all of the Cajun-French folk songs are indigenous to French Louisiana. They
seem endless in performance, having numerous texts and repetitions. They seem well
fitted for the accordion, an instrument very popular in Cajun music. The main
characteristics of the Cajun folk songs are: 1) a flexibility of form manifested in its
impure tones, 2) the portamento style of singing, 3) some quarter-tone intervals, 4)
irregular location of pulse, 5) irregular number of lines to the stanzas to songs, 6) no
semblance of scientific rules of composition, 7) a wide range of tones and intervals
between notes (usually found in the standard French folk songs), some showing little
variance in tones, 8) some use of the pentatonic, five-note scale, 9) songs expressing
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simple ideas, lightheartedness, mirth with a lack of mention of religious matters, subjects
are mostly about love and show that Cajun as frank and unafraid, and 10) uneven rhythm.
Creole Folk songs
Creole dialect folk songs are usually short and like the Cajun folk songs, lack the
religious element. They are mostly about love and lovers but also filled with satire,
ridicule and mockery, a crude suggestive vulgarity, and mention food frequently. When a
Negro sings them he often ridicules men in municipal politics, the Frenchmen, a girl jilted
by her lover, etc. These are the groups of songs that are using the Negro language of
Louisiana, many former slaves, owned by French masters, their dialect evolving from
their former masters.
These French folk songs have lasted until the present day. In them we can see
their influence on early jazz styles, especially in their characteristics, so much like the
descriptions of how early slaves sang.
MUSIC IN THE OLD SOUTH
Cultural events in southern cities shared a common bond in musical tastes with
the European cities of Paris and London. The city of New York set the musical standards
for urban areas up to the advent of the confederacy.
Beginning of Negro Religious Music
While the Southern aristocracy was busy socializing some Southerners realized
the plight of the underprivileged such as the Negro. One, Samuel Davies, a Presbyterian
minister, was involved in helping bring the Christian religion to the Negroes. There is
evidence for Davies sending a thank you letter to the London Society for promoting
Christian knowledge by sending the Negroes song books. These books were the famous
Watts Psalms and Hymns. Davies had come to Virginia in 1748 and began his
Evangelistic work with slaves. He is said to have ''unitized music to encourage Negroes to
cheerfulness and to counteract their militancy." Reports on Davies’ teaching indicate that
he was highly successful and received much personal satisfaction from his work.
He was of the opinion that: "The Negroes have an ear for music, and a kind of
ecstatic delight in psalmody; and there are no books they learn so soon, or take so much
pleasure in, as those used in that heavenly part of divine worship."
The origin of the spiritual "Lord I want to be a Christian," has been attributed to
the slaves who received Christian and musical instruction from Davies during the 1750's
Thomas Jefferson as we have read was also impressed by the Negroes musical
talents. Others as the Hanover Presbytery of Virginia seriously considered utilizing the
Negroes' musical talent by "purchasing slaves and having infant slaves baptized for choir
duties."
NEGRO MUSIC
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Its Travels and Progress from Africa of the 11th Century
In The New World - The 20th Century
The African concept of music is not even remotely similar to Western concepts of
music. There were no listeners in Africa; all being participates in making music. African
music and the African language are very closely connected. Another concept
misunderstood is the state of development of African music: considered primitive by
leading musicologists of the 19th Century. One musicologist - Krehbiel - is the author of
the following statement:
"Why savages who have never developed a musical or other art should be
supposed to have more refined aesthetic sensibilities than the people who have cultivated
music for centuries, passes my poor power of understanding."
This statement shows that Krehbiel, a very brilliant musicologist and critic, much
respected by his peers, did not understand African music. We should take his statement as
a warning - One should never judge another's culture by one's own cultural criteria.
The African culture and their musical system was a highly developed one since
very early times. It is difficult to compare two of anything as to value or to superiority. An
educated person (one that is correctly educated) will never compare two items without a
complete understanding of what he is attempting to evaluate. One cannot consider making
only a qualitative opinion. There have never been two things that can be judged as equals.
An understanding of a people should be based on their own merits and in their own
cultural surrounding.
It has been said that music is in continuous growth and is in a state of gradual
development or metamorphosis. We know that Western music has progressed in this
manner. Eastern and African music are also in a constant state of metamorphosis but must
be evaluated using a different criteria than one used for Western music.
In African music each performance is a 'metamorphoses,' with improvising an
integral part of each performance. The African did not need to develop a new style to
progress his musical art. Each performance was a growth. In Western music there has to
be a revolution in compositional ideas for growth to occur. Western music is more like an
artifact in a museum when compared to African music (except for jazz). African music is
not stagnate despite the fact that it hasn't changed in thousands of years, that is until
Westerners entered Africa. The point is: It does not need to change because each
performance is a fresh, new, never heard before sound, like jazz was to become.
There is no need for African music to take the same gradual progression that
Western music traveled. It has taken Western music thousands of years to finally reach
the point where African music was at on the opening up of Africa to the Westerners. But
we must be careful of the criteria we use to judge a musical system. The two systems
were not exposed to direct diffusion until some 300 odd years ago. Today African music
is again diffusing with Western music and one can hear jazz being played in large cities
along the coast. The musical system that stood for thousands of years is now
disappearing. Progress in western music is a gradual thing, taking many years of change
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and maturing to cultivate a true artistic change. African music changes with each
performance, but, not the concept and technique of the music.
Dr. Allen Garrett in "An Introduction to Research in Music" says:
"The development of any art is accompanied by a steadily increasing body of
information and speculation concerning the nature of the art." (Sic: Dr. Garrett was one of
my teachers for my Master’s Degree.)
In jazz history we certainly have a lot of speculation but very little concrete
information. In the history of improvising, fact finding is difficult, due to the very nature
of the improvising art - spontaneous, unwritten music.
As a research musicologist one must: 1) discover and verify the factual material
that has a bearing on the problem, 2) he must interpret the facts that he has discovered in
such a fashion that they give a solution to the problem. We then can divide or annotate
the findings into systematic and historical data.
Systematic: basic principles underlying the formal organization of the music,
nature of the melodies used nature of the harmonies used, texture, and orchestration and
performance practices.
Historical: A) The conditions under which the music was written, B) preceding
events that were influenced by the music, and C) subsequent events which had a bearing
on the music.
Also to consider: the acoustics, psychological, physiological, and aesthetics
qualities of the music. Two views on musical ideas: Heteronomous viewpoint - music is
capable of expressing ideas that are not specifically musical in nature. Autonomous music is incapable of expressing an extra musical idea. The answers lie between the two.
AFRICAN MUSIC
In the decades of the 1960's and 1970's, such composers of Foss, Loudova,
Penderscki, Winson, Lutoslawski, Erickson, etc. created a Renaissance of live,
spontaneous performances of music
African improvisory technique correctly should be called metamorphosis. In
African metamorphosis style and in 20th century Western European style there are many
rhythmic similarities. We shall compare syncopation in Western music with African
music. Syncopation is defined in the Harvard Dictionary as:
"Generally speaking, any deliberate upsetting of the normal plus of meter, accent,
and rhythm. Our system of musical rhythms rest upon the grouping of equal beats into
groups of two and three, with a regularly recurrent accent on the first beat of each group.
Any deviation from this scheme is felt as a disturbance or contradiction between the
underlying pulse and the actual rhythm."
In his book, "20th century Harmony" Persichetti states, in referring to
syncopation:
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"Although syncopation implies a dislocation of an established pulse, it does not
necessarily oppose the meter. If the established pulse is not in accord with the meter the
syncopated accents might parallel the meter."
Sic: Persichetti, in correspondence with me, sent me his analysis of his
composition ”So Pure the Star,” writing his techniques upon a condensed score that he
sent to me.
In African music the main feature is the polyrhythms, so the reverse of the
definition above is true; a deliberate upsetting of the polyrhythms is not normal and we
know the Africans, (especially the Ewe Tribe) and particularly the master drummer will
always keep his rhythms in contrast and against those of the Gankogui, an AFrican
percussion instrument. The definition of syncopation will not fit the African polyrhythms
as there are no bar lines or definite places to accent except the normal way of performing
the music which is to try and set up cross-rhythms, a sort of African application of the
Medieval "Hockets" technique. So actually speaking, there is no syncopation in African
music. The Gankogui establishes a definite rhythm and pulse, and the clapping, singers
and drum rhythms are mostly in cross-rhythm, so no syncopation could be possible. We
could say that all of the African parts form cross-rhythms, so no syncopation could be
possible. We could say that all of the African parts are cross-rhythm to the Gankogui
could be in syncopated style. But cross-rhythms do not constitute syncopation. It's like
trying to fit a square peg into a round hole. “It is not correct to say that this is syncopation
that is used in the African cross-rhythms.
The term "variation' has been used in describing the improvised parts of African
music. I would describe African improvisory technique as "Thematic metamorphosis."
This technique could be explained as an improvised development technique. The African
performance technique is nearer to development technique than variation. It could be
described as a spontaneous use of the development technique, but is more complex and
varied, thus the correct description - Metamorphosis. The African musician will take a
theme and use it as a basis for melodic and rhythmic development, using repetition,
antiphonal effects, and many of the techniques we read about in Persichetti's book on 20th
Century harmony.
NEGRO SLAVE MUSIC: SECULAR/RELIGIOUS
To understand the music of the slave we must first understand what it felt like to
be a slave, his attitudes, how and what he thought and what his music was meant to
express. These questions need an answer and need to be understood in order to find any
meaning to one's existence and to develop a true insight into his art. To fully understand
how and why the music we call jazz was influenced by this early slave music, we must
understand the slave's trials and try to comprehend what it was like to be in bondage. To
fully understand a man's art we must look into his mind. Thus we must set us a paradox:
to find what is in the mind of a man, one must look and observe his art; for to
understand an art is to understand an era in history.
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A narrative written by Solomon Northup, a free Blackman who was taken into
slavery is a narrative of frustration, cruelty and labor, Northup was also a musician playing the fiddle. He writes of his many experiences in slavery:
"About the first of July, when it is a foot high (cotton) it is hoed the fourth and last
time. Now the whole space between the rows is ploughed, leaving a deep water furrow in
the center. During all these hoeings the overseer or driver follows the slaves on horseback
with a whip. The fastest hoer takes the lead row. He is usually about a row in advance of
his companions. If one of them passes him, he is whipped. In fact, the lash is flying from
morning until night, the whole day long. The hoeing season thus continues from April
until July, a field having no sooner been finished once, than it is commenced again. (Sic:
a very bad agricultural practice.)
In the latter part of August begins the cotton picking season. At this time each
slave is presented with a sack. A strap is fastened to it, which goes over the neck, holding
the mouth of the sack breast high, while the bottom reaches nearly to the ground. Each
one is also presented with a large basket that will hold about two barrels. This is to put
the cotton in when the sack is filled. The baskets are carried to the field and placed at the
beginning of the rows.
When a new hand, one unaccustomed to the business, is sent for the first time into
the field, he is whipped up smartly, and made for that day to pick as fast as he possibly
can. At night it is weighed, so that his capability in cotton picking is known. He must
bring in the same weight each night following. If it falls short, it is considered evidence
that he has been lagged, and a greater or less number of lashes is the penalty.
An ordinary day's work is two hundred pounds. A slave who is accustomed to
picking is punished if he or she brings in a less quantity than that. There is a great
difference among them as regards this kind of labor. Some of them seem to have a natural
knack, or quickness, which enables them to pick with great celerity, and with both hands,
while others, with whatever practice or industry, are utterly unable to come up to the
ordinary standard. Such hands are taken from the cotton fields and employed in other
business.
The hands are required to be in the cotton field as soon as it is light in the
morning, and with the exception of ten or fifteen minutes, which is given them at noon to
swallow their allowance of cold bacon, they are not permitted to be a moment idle until it
is too dark to see and when the moon is full they often times labor till the middle of the
night. They do not dare to stop even at dinner time, nor return to the quarters, however
late it be, until the order to halt is given by the driver.
The day's work over in the field, the baskets are "toted" or in other words, carried
to the ginhouse, where the cotton is weighed. No matter how fatigued and weary he may
be, no matter how much he longs for sleep and rest, a slave never approaches the
ginhouse with his basket of cotton but with fear. If it falls short in weight - he has not
performed the full task appointed him, he knows that he must suffer. And if he has
exceeded it by ten or twenty pounds, in all probability his master will measure the next
day's task accordingly.
So, whether he has too little or too much, his approach to the ginhouse is always
with fear and trembling. Most frequently they have too little, and therefore it is they are
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not anxious to leave the field. After weighing, follow the whippings; and then the baskets
are carried to the cotton house, and their contents stored away like hay, all hands being
sent in to tramp it down. If the cotton is not dry, instead of taking it to the ginhouse at
once, it is laid upon platforms, two feet high, and some three times as wide, covered with
boards or plank, with narrow walks running between them.
This done, the labor of the day is not yet ended, by any means. Each one must then
attend to his respective chores. One feeds the mule, another swine, another cuts the wood
and so forth; besides, the packing is all done by candle light. Finally, at a late hour, they
reach the quarters, sleepy and overcome with the long day's toil. Then a fire must be
kindled in the cabin, the corn ground in a small hand-mill, and supper, and dinner for the
next day in the field, prepared. All that is allowed them is corn and bacon, which is given
out at the corncrib and smoke-house every Sunday morning. Each one receives, as his
weekly allowance, three and a half pounds of bacon, and corn enough to make a peck of
meal. That is all - no tea, coffee, sugar, and with the exception of a very scanty sprinkling
now and then, no salt. The softest couches in the world are not to be found in the log
mansion of the slave. The one whereon I reclined, year after year, was a plank twelve
inches wide and ten feet long. My pillow was a stick of wood. The bedding was a coarse
blanket, and not a rag or shred beside. Moss might be used, were it not that directly
breeds a swarm of fleas.
The cabin is constructed of logs, without floor or windows. The latter is altogether
unnecessary, the crevices between the logs admitting sufficient light. In stormy weather,
the rain drives through them rendering it comfortless and extremely disagreeable. The
crude door hangs on great wooden hinges. In one end is constructed an awkward fireplace.
An hour before daylight the horn is blown. Then the slaves arouse, prepare their
breakfast, fill a gourd with water, in another deposit their dinner of cold bacon and
corncake and hurry to the field again. It is an offense invariably followed by a flogging, to
be found at the quarters after daybreak. Then the fears and labors of another day begin;
and until its close there is no such thing as rest. He fears he will be caught lagging
through the day; he fears when he lies down, that he will oversleep himself in the
morning. Such is a true, faithful, unexaggerated picture and description of the slave's
daily life, during the time of cotton picking, on the shores of Bayou Boeuf." (Twelve
Years a Slave - Solomon Northup - 1853)
After reading the above narrative one cannot help feeling fatigued. This routine
went on year after year. Only on Sunday was there time to really rest. This routine was a
common on most Southern plantations and from the previous narrative one can see there
was little time for singing or dancing except on Sunday. (Sic: The closest I could come to
this ordeal is when I served CP (kitchen police) in the service and that was usually only
once a month and does not compare with what the slave went through.)
We must look further into the souls of these black slaves to acquire further
understanding of the miseries suffered by the slaves. One such experience was when
Northup was sold on the auction block, an experience not soon forgotten. Northup in
1841 writes:
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"In the first place we were required to wash thoroughly, and those with beards to
shave. After being fed, we were paraded and made to dance. Bob, a colored boy, played
on the violin. Standing near him, I made bold to inquire if he could play the "Virginia
Reel." He answered he could not, and asked me if I could play. Replying in the
affirmative, he handed me the violin. I struck up a tune, and finished it. The auctioneer
ordered me to continue playing and seemed well pleased, telling Bob that I far excelled
him - a remark that seemed to grieve my companion very much. One customer was very
loquacious, dwelling at much length upon our several good points and qualities. He
would make us hold up our heads, walk briskly back and forth, while customers would
feel of our hands and arms and bodies, turn us about, ask us what we could do, make us
open our mouths and show our teeth, precisely as a jockey examines a horse which he is
about to barter for or purchase. Sometimes a man or woman was taken back to the small
house in the yard, stripped, and inspected more minutely. Scars upon a slave's back were
considered evidence of a rebellious or unruly spirit, and hurt his sale.
An old gentleman, who said he wanted a coachman, appeared to take a fancy to
me. I learned he was a resident in the city. I very much desired that he would buy me,
because I conceived it would not be difficult to make my escape from New Orleans on
some northern vessel. Freeman asked him fifteen hundred dollars for me. The old
gentleman insisted it was too much as times were very hard. Freeman, however, declared
that I was sound of health, of a good constitution, and intelligent. He made it a point to
enlarge upon my musical attainments. A woman, Eliza and her son, Randall were for sale.
Randall was made to jump, and run across the floor, and perform many other feats,
exhibiting his activity and condition. All the time the trade was going on, Eliza was
crying aloud, and wringing her hands. She besought the man not to buy him, unless he
also bought herself. She promised, in that case, to be the most faithful slave that ever
lived. The man answered that he could not afford it, and then Eliza burst into a paroxysm
of grief, weeping plaintively. Freeman turned round to her, savagely, with his whip in his
uplifted hand, ordering her to stop her noise, or he would flog her. He would not have
such work - such sniveling; and unless she ceased that minute, he would take her to the
yard and give her a hundred lashes. Yes, he would take the nonsense out of her pretty
quick - if he didn't might he be dammed. Eliza shrunk before him, and tried to wipe away
her tears, but it was all in vain. She wanted to be with her child, she said, the little time
she had to live. All the frowns and threats of Freeman could not wholly silence the
afflicted mother. She kept on begging and beseeching them, most piteously, not to
separate them. Over and over again she told them how she loved her boy. A great many
times she repeated her former promise - how very faithful and obedient she would be; if
he would only buy them together. But it was of no avail; kissed him again and again told
him to remember her - all while her tears falling in the boy's face like rain. "Don't cry,
mama. I will be a good boy. Don't cry," said Randall, looking back, as they passed out of
the door. What has become of the lad, God knows, it was a mournful scene indeed. I
would have cried myself if I had dared."
No one could read that narrative, especially a parent, and not be touched by it.
This scene was repeated thousands of times. This type of separation brought on such
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mental anguish that a day's labor seemed mild when compared to the torment both
mother, father and child went through when being sold.
Another description of slavery was given by Frederick Douglass (1817-1895).
This is from "Narrative of a life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave 1845."
Douglass was born around 1817, the exact date was never known as accurate records of
slave births were not kept. He escaped in 1838 and became one of the main figures in the
abolition movement. He was the only man active in the political convention that opened
the drive for equal rights for women. He was the featured speaker at celebrations of the
ratification of the fifteenth amendment and was appointed the United States Minister to
Haiti in 1890. He died at his home, now a National Monument, in Washington, D. C. in
1895. He writes:
"It was the boast of slave holders that their slaves enjoyed more of the physical
comforts of life than the peasantry of any country in the world. My experience contradicts
this. The men and the women slaves on Colonel Lloyd's farm received, as their monthly
allowance of food, eight pounds of pickled pork, or its equivalent in fish. The pork was
often tainted, and the fish were of the poorest quality. With their pork or fish, they had
given them one bushel of Indian meal, unbolted, of which quite fifteen percent was more
fit for pigs than men. With this, one pint of salt was given, and this was the entire
monthly allowance of a full-grown slave, working constantly in the open field from
morning till night every day in the month except Sunday. There is no kind of work which
really requires a better supply of food to prevent physical exhaustion than the field-work
of a slave. The yearly allowance of clothing was not more ample than the supply of food.
It consisted of two linen shirts, one pair of trousers of the same coarse material. For
summer, and a woolen pair of trousers and a woolen jacket for winter, with one pair of
yarn stockings and a pair of shoes of the coarsest description.
Children under ten years old had neither shoes, stockings, jackets nor trousers.
They had two coarse linen shirts per year, and when these were worn out they went naked
till the next allowance day - and this was the condition of the little girls as well as of the
boys.
As to beds, they had none. One coarse blanket was given them, and this only to
the men and women. The children stuck themselves in holes and corners about the
quarters. Often in the corners of huge chimneys, with their feet in the ashes to keep them
warm. The want of beds, however, was not considered a great privation by the fields
hands. Time to sleep was of far greater importance. For when the day's work was done,
most of these had their washing, mending, and cooking to do, and having few or no
facilities for doing such things, very many of their needed hours were consumed in
necessary preparations for the labors of the coming day. The sleeping apartments, if they
could have been properly called such and little regard to comfort or decency. Old and
young, male and female, married and single, dropped down upon the common clay floor,
each covering up with his or her blanket, their only protection from cold or exposure. The
night, however, was shortened at both ends. The slaves worked often as long as they
could see, and were late in cooking and mending for the coming day, and at the first gray
streak of the morning they were summoned to the field by the overseer's horn. They were
whipped for over-sleeping more than for any other fault. Neither age nor sex found any
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favor. The overseer stood at the quarter door, armed with stick and whip, ready to deal
heavy blows upon any who might be a little behind time. When the horn was blown there
was a rush for the door, for the innermost one was sure to get a blow from the overseer.
Young mothers who worked in the field were allowed an hour about ten o'clock in the
morning to go home to nurse their children. This was when they were not required to take
them to the field with them, and leave them upon 'turning row,' or in the corner of the
fences. As a general rule the slaves did not come to their quarters to take their meals, but
took their ashcake and piece of pork, or their salt herrings, where they were at work."
When comparing Douglass' narrative with Northup's we find they are basically the
same. Northup had different food rations and slept on a bench of wood but physically
speaking there can be little difference between a bed of wood or hard clay. They both tell
a similar tale of the life of a slave and one can take their stories as what it was like to be a
slave on the majority of plantations in the South.
Another description of slavery is given by Ulrich B. Phillips, a white man. His
description is contradictory to the above narratives. His description states:
"The plantation was a pageant and a variety show in alternation. The procession of
plowmen at evening, slouched crosswise on their mules; the dance in the new sugarhouse,
preceded by prayer; the bonfire in the quarter with contest in clogs, cakewalks and
Charleston whose fascinations were as yet discovered by the great world; the work songs
in solo and refrain; with not-too-fast a rhythm; the baptizing in the creek, with lively
demonstrations from the 'sisters' as they came dripping pit; the torchlight pursuit of
'possum and coon' with full-voiced halloo to baying hound' dawg and yelping cur; the
rabbit hunt the log-rolling, the house-raising, the husking bee, the quilting party, the
wedding, the cock fight, the crap game, the children's play - all punctuated plantation life
- and most of them were highly vocal. A funeral now and then of some prominent slave
would bring festive sorrowing, or the death of a beloved master an outburst of emotion."
A very nostalgic picture of the life of a slave. It almost sounds like a 'country
club.' While surely these things did go on, they were the exception, not the rule. There
were some masters who were thoughtful but not even a kind master could justify slavery.
The 'coon' hunts were not sport, they were necessary so the slave's family would not
starve. If the two narrative of Douglass and Northup are accurate, and I believe they are,
then for the slaves to have any time left to do all the things that Phillips wrote about, the
slaves would have to be on a light work day or a half day's schedule. Phillips account
would not be an everyday occurrence.
To fully understand the feelings of a slave there is a letter written by an ex-slave
to his former master that explains the feelings of slavery, even under a kind master:
"Sir, I got your letter, and was glad to find that you had not forgotten Jourdon, and
that you wanted me to come back and live with you again, promising to do better for me
than anybody else can. I have often felt uneasy about you. I thought the Yankee would
have hung you long before this, for harboring Rebs they found at your house. I suppose
they never heard about your going to Colonel Martin's to kill the Union soldier that was
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left by his company in their stable. Although you shot at me twice before I left you, I did
not want to hear of your being hurt, and am glad you are still living. It would do me good
to go back to the dear old home again, and see Miss Marty and Miss Martha and Allen,
Ester, Green and Lee. Give my love to them all, and tell them I hope we will meet in the
better world, if not in this. I would have gone back to see you all when I was working in
the Nashville Hospital, but one of the neighbors told me that Henry intended to shoot me
if he ever got the chance.
I want to know particularly what the good chance is your propose to give me. I am
doing tolerably well here. I get twenty-five dollars a month, with victuals and clothing;
have a comfortable home for Mandy; the folks call her Mrs. Anderson - and the children Milly, Jane, and Grundy - go to school and are learning well. The teacher says Grundy has
a head for a preacher. They go to Sunday school, and Mary and I attend church regularly.
We are kindly treated. Sometimes we overhear others saying, "Them colored people were
slaves down in Tennessee." The children feel hurt when they hear such remarks; but I tell
them it was no disgrace in Tennessee to belong to Colonel Anderson. Now if you will
write and say what wages you will give me, I will be better able to decide whether it
would be to my advantage to move back again.
As to my freedom, which you say I can have, there is nothing to be gained on that
score, as I got my free papers in 1854 from the Provost-Marshall-General of the
Department of Nashville. Mandy says she would be afraid to go back without some proof
that you were disposed to treat us justly and kindly; and we have concluded to test your
sincerity by asking you to send us our wages for the time we served you. This will make
us forget and forgive old scores, and rely on your justice and friendship in the future. I
served you faithfully for 32 years, and Mary, 20 years. At twenty-five dollars a month for
me, and two dollars a week for Mandy, our earnings would amount to eleven thousand six
hundred and eighty dollars. Add to this the interest for the time our wages have been kept
back, and deduct what you paid for our clothing, and the doctor's visits to me, and pulling
a tooth for Mandy, and the balance will show what we are in justice entitled to. Please
send the money by Adam's express, in care of V. Winters, Esq., Dayton, Ohio. If you fail
to pay us for faithful labors in the past, we can have little faith in your promises in the
future. We trust the good Maker has opened your eyes to the wrongs which you and your
fathers have done to me and my fathers, in making us toil for you for generations without
recompense. Here I draw my wages every Saturday night; but in Tennessee there was
never any pay-day for the Negroes any more than for the horses and cows. Surely there
will be a day of reckoning for those who defraud the laborer of his hire.
In answering this letter, please state if there would be any safety for my Milly and
Jane, who are now grown up, and both good looking girls. You know how it was with
poor Matilda and Catherine. I would rather stay here and starve - and die, if it came to
that then have my girls brought to shame by the violence and wickedness of their young
masters. You will also please state if there has been any schools opened for the colored
children in your neighborhood. The great desire of my life now is to give my children an
education, and have them form virtuous habits. Say howdy to George Carter, and thank
him for taking the pistol from you when you were shooting at me.
From your old Servant,
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Jourdon Anderson."
Colonel Anderson was not a cruel master. He must have been frustrated when he
found out that Jourdon was now a free man. Jourdon wrote a great 'put down' of his
former master. He never intended to return of course, to the Colonel and continue to serve
him as he once did. But the idea that the Colonel thought he would, gives us an insight
into the way many ex-masters must have felt after emancipation.
SLAVE MUSIC
While the assimilation of African and Western European can never be
documented, there is no doubt as to its results - American Negro/Slave music and was an
influence on jazz. John Mason Brown, in the Lippincott's Magazine of December 1868,
analyzed the primitive music of the slave in the southern States and traced the following
subdivisions:
1) Religious songs (the majority of songs are religious in nature)
2) River or boat songs
3) Plantation songs
4) Songs of longing
5) Song of mirth (surely in the minority)
6) Descriptive songs or narrative songs.
The distinguished characteristics of American Negro musical tradition are:
1) The rhythmic character of its own
2) Texture, primarily horizontal (quasi-heterphony)
3) Overlapping the call and response patterns (different than the Renaissance
style because of their overlapping)
4) The mode, scale and harmony
5) Variety of the timbre
6) Extensive use of portamento (sliding from note to note)
7) The use of improvisational techniques
8) Theme and variation form
9) Composition
10) Predominance of the human voice and percussion
11) Instrumentation
12) Certain persistent moods in lyrics and in the music
13) Functionalism
To help us investigate the music and its origins we shall first list some important
dates to give us a perspective of time sequence:
1619 - Slaves brought to Captain John Smith - first in New World
1641 - First conversion by a Negro to Christianity recorded - a Negress
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in Dorchester, Mass.
1645 - Black and whites in New England churches - lining out of psalms
1730 - Great Awakening - era of Watts hymns. (Both black and white)
1794 - Black churches established - AME church - Richard Allen
1800 - Camp Meetings - revivals - Second Awakening (black & White)
1848 - Instruments used in church
1870 - Choirs used in churches
1871 - Tour of Fisk University Singers
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NEGRO SLAVE MUSIC
Unlike their heritage of diversified African rhythms, the American Negro songs
were more repetitive in their rendition. There were two reasons for this: First, most were
created or imitated spontaneously without any time for formal alterations - resulting from
the persons' musical experiences. (In Africa this spontaneous creativity began with the
master drummer and filtered on down to the other drummers and musicians.) Second,
there was, at the beginning, a problem with the slave's limited vocabulary of his newly
acquired foreign tongue, the English language. An African melody with a new language
text would create problems with the juxtaposition of the music and the words, the song
losing its original fluidity and natural beauty of the African language. Gradually the
harder sounds of emerging dialects of European language replaced the soft, fluid and
musical quality inherent in the African language. Much the same problem faced the
Westerner in his try at adapting the Gregorian Chants in to the English language.
Important changes were necessary. The African (now an American slave), could
not apply to any regularity or compositional skill, the mixed rhythms that he used in his
native music. The attempt at adapting his African rhythmic heritage to this mono-meter
resulted in the use of syncopation. The slave musician used mostly duple time with long
and short phrases of rhythmic sequence.
While much of the slave's music sounded the same, the brisk melodies and
rhythms of the field were abandoned upon reaching home at night and melted into more
melancholy melodies that tinged every Negro's soul. It was this style of music that began
to assert itself in dreamy, sad and plaintive airs, and in words that described the most
sorrowful pictures of slave life - the parting of loved ones; the separation of mother and
child or husband and wife. Example: "I got mah Sword in mah han.' Within the cabin,
after feeding stock and other work, cheered by friendly company and a bright firelight, the
slave resumed his gaiety, singing, dancing and laughing. He could cast off all cares and
abandon himself to mirth and song. Many writers describe the slave in this way, although
most of the ex-slaves tell of little laughter and merry making. Perhaps they didn't want to
reveal any happiness in slavery or that they might have sung happy songs and danced
after a hard days work in the fields.
Slaves are generally expected to sing as well as work. A silent slave is not liked
by masters or overseers. "Make a noise, Make a noise," and "bar a hand,' are the words
usually addressed to the slaves when there was silence among them. This may account for
the almost constant singing heard in the Southern States. There is generally more or less
singing among the Negro teamsters, as it was one means of letting the overseer know
where they were, and that they were moving on with the work
This continuous singing obviously was not the slave' choice. It was a device of the
master, similar to hanging a bell on a cow. One may read other reports that try to say that
the singing of the slaves was due to his African heritage where he sang all the time in
every day life no matter what he was doing. I think the truth is that the slave began
singing to help make the work go faster as he was used to and the overseer or master saw
the benefit of having them sing, not only for the work but to make sure of where they
were, and insisted after that they always sing.
In the American History Encyclopedia of 1908 we read:
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"Work on the plantation was often to the accompaniment of songs whose
rhythmic swing acted as an incentive to a steadier and better labor."
Charles Peabody tells of a Negro who was leader in a band of slaves who was
besought by his companions not to sing a certain song because it made them work too
hard. Mary Wylie McCarty writes:
"The plantation owners encouraged them in their singing while at work, and
through some of the Negroes, who sang the lead, regulated the tempo as to get from the
slaves the maximum amount of labor."
Fanny Kemble writes about the owners preferring fast tempo to slow ones:
"I have heard that many masters and overseers on these plantations prohibit
melancholy tunes or words and encourage nothing but cheerful music...deprecating the
effect of sadder strains upon the slaves whose peculiar musical sensibilities might be
expected to make them especially excitable by any songs of a plaintive character, and
having any reference to their particular hardships."
Surveying some items that might be taken for granted and are important in
discovering origins or influences of jazz: the musical and social relationship between
slave owners and slave was unpredictable, usually multi-formed and varied. There would
be a difference between the house slave and the field hand (who seldom saw his master).
The house servant would have more opportunities to hear the music of his master than the
field hand. This musical exposure would differ depending if the master was Dutch,
Danish, British, etc. The location and the size of the plantation worked on would
influence the music heard. Whether you were a country or a city slave or whether you
were in the North or the South; all these factors could have something to do with the
ability to hear different kinds of music.
Some historians, long before the Civil War, noted the survival of a few West
African musical practices among the plantation Negroes. Many planters were
apprehensive of the excitement the Negro's religious and dance music seemed to arouse,
and they discouraged their slaves from indulging in it. As we have seen, some overseers
did not discourage the chanting of the work songs, as they helped get the work done.
Visitors in the South often amazed by the strange music they heard in the fields, at the
docks, or aboard ferries. In 1856 the architect Frederick Olstead wrote:
"During one of my trips through the South by rail, I was awakened by the singing
of a Negro loading gang just outside my car. Suddenly, one raised such a shout as I had
never heard before; a long, loud, musical shout, rising and falling, and breaking into
falsetto, his voice ringing through the world in the clear frosty night air, like a bugle call.
As he finished, the melody was caught up by another, and then, by several in chorus."
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Olstead surely heard a Negro field holler. This quality of the holler-quite African
in nature - can be seen in the spirituals and blues developed from this chant in its African
characteristics. While the spirituals were developing among the Negroes, white
Americans were appropriating some of the outward characteristics of the early plantation
songs and of the Negro himself, which, the Negro in turn, imitated the White man. This
resulted in the White man imitating the Negro in a newly created form of entertainment,
the minstrel show. Neither race created a true imitation of what they were copying.
The White minstrel shows adapted the Negro's music. It was like an artist painting
a picture, not a portrait but a caricature. What was needed was a photographic technique
that would be authentic. Negro stylistic and cultural characteristic became clichés in the
music of the minstrels emphasizing Negro singing, dancing and dialects.
In thinking about the effect of African music on the slaves born in America; the
first Native American born slaves would have known about Africa only through the
stories, tales, riddles and songs of the older slaves. The medium age of slaves was
relatively young and was not steeped in tradition and heritage as the elders of the trio.
Slave children born, many times were taken from their parents and knew only the life into
which they were born. After a few generations and especially after 1810, when the slave
trade was curtailed, the new born Negro would have very little reference to Africa. He
was an American Negro and to him Africa was a foreign land. He had only the mores of
the society in which he found himself. The African social and legal system could not
function in the slave situation. Their African technology quickly died out. Only their
religion and their arts, mostly music and dance remained. Music and dance are arts that
contain no artifacts as final products. Naturally these two remaining arts kept alive a past
that was fast fading and soon to become only an old legend
It is said that secular forms of Negro music developed first, then the religious
forms. I think that they both existed together, as in Africa and some or many spirituals
were sung with secular words and used as work songs. Besides, the African did not
separate his musical style. The style was the same for religious rituals and every day
dancing. It was the basic rhythmic pattern only the words differing. An American Negro
work song could come about more quickly in slavery than any other type of song, even if
the slave was not doing labor for his own benefit, the physical activity that suggested that
particular type of singing was still present. These first work songs were African and their
style were the chants and the litanies of Africa.
Their songs would be sung using these and American songs as a reference. The
pure African sources grew scarce in a relatively short time after the great slave
importation of the 18th Century. The new American work song would be different; the
fields were not his own and the African religion became strange to this new generation of
black Americans. In Africa the drum was the heart of the African musical system. In
America it was the voice that became the vehicle of expression. There was to come a time
when there would be no black men in America that could understand the African
language or the Afican way of life.
It is said that improvisation is one of the first techniques to develop in the
beginnings of a new musical style. The field hollers and shouts were really little more
than highly rhythmical lyrics improvised as needed or desired.
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In all the reports on the conditions of slavery and the duties of the slave in the
fields and in the home, there is always the mention of music:
"Sing! I say they did sing. Sing about the cooking and about the milking and sing
in the field." (Hannah Nahcock ,Library of Congress)
Millie Williams, writing for the Library of Congress project says:
"We had parties and we'd sing:
Massa sleeps in the feather bed,
Nigger sleeps on the floor,
When we get to heaven
There'll be no slaves no more.
Then we had the song about this:
Rabbit in the briar patch,
Squirrel in the tree,
Wish I could go hunting
But I ain't free.
Rooster's in the henhouse,
Hen's in the patch.
Love to go shooting,
But I ain't free."
The slaves had songs for all occasions and if a new situation might arise they
could make up a song for it. Music was used to make the work go faster and to tell the
workers to hurry up and finish before dark. Such is the case as a mother, who is a spinner,
sings to the other spinners to speed up so they won't have to spin after dark:
"Mother was let off some days at noon to get ready for spinning that evening. She
had to portion out the cotton they was gonna spin and see that each got a fair share. When
mother was going round counting the cards each had spun she would sing this song:
"Keep yur eye on the sun, see how she run
Don't let her catch you with your work undone.
I'm a trouble, I'm a trouble
Trouble don't last always.
That made the women all speed up so they could finish before dark catch 'em,
'cause it be mighty hard handling' that cotton thread by firelight."
An anonymous slave remembered a song that was sung by them about the
paddyrollers"
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"Run, nigger, run, the paddy roll get you!
Run, nigger, run, the paddyroll come!
Watch, nigger, watch, the paddyroll trick you!
Watch, nigger, watch, he got a big gun."
The slave then remarked: "That was one of the songs the slaves all knowed."
In 1940 the Government sponsored the "Federal Writer's Project." Part of this was
"The Negro in Virginia." It is a good source for reading small passages written by former
slaves about their captivity. Many contain sentences on slave music. Shackelford writes:
"Had a slave jail built at the crossroads with iron bars' cross the windows. Soon as
the coffle get there, they bring all the slaves from the jail two at a time and string e' along
the chain back of the other po' slaves. Everybody in the villages come out - especially the
wives and sweet hearts and mothers - to see their sold-off children for the last time. And
when they start the chain a-clanking and step off down the line, they all just sing and
shout and make all the noises they can, trying to hide the sorrow in their hearts and cover
up the cries and moaning of them they were leaving behind. Oh, Lord."
While sources are difficult to find, many old music magazines write about music
of the slaves. The below article was in the Music Journal, 1856, and is written about the
area around Tuskege, Alabama, July 9th, 1857:
"Music among the cotton-fields? Yes. Who that has lived in the sunny flowery
South does not associate melodies with the plantations? Music grows in every 'cotton
patch,' though a little the less cultivated of the two. Like the boy's whistle, it 'pipes itself'
with the Negroes. About nightfall, every plantation resounds with songs. But go of a
Sunday to a Negro meeting, and then hear them 'do up' Old Hundredth, Harmony Grove,
and the Old Ship of Zion, the latter with an unction that would do a white man good - and
all in true congregational style - no barbarous alto and tenors. This feature of our African
music Dr. Mason would certainly admire. Indeed, I half surmise he took a hint from our
sable worshipers when in the South."
MUSIC AND ENTERTAINMENT ON THE PLANTATION:
THE SLAVE'S SUNDAY AND FREE TIME.
In the majority of plantations, Sunday was customary given to the slaves as a nonwork day. This time off was not given in kindness but more because of the strong
influence of the Southern churches and the belief in the Bible phrase: "Man works six
days and rest the seventh."
Not all owners gave their slaves this time off. There are records stating that there
were some plantations that did not give their slaves time off, even on Sundays. There are
also records to show where slaves could and did work on Sundays and get extra pay for it.
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They used the money to but their freedom or in some cases, they would buy a violin or
clothing.
Free Sundays could be spent in various ways; most went to religious services,
many used the time to release the tensions of the week by singing and dancing, trying to
forget the coming Monday morning. They also had time during Sundays to do the many
chores they needed to do for themselves that they didn't have time to do during the week.
Some raised chickens and pigs, others dug and tended their gardens to try and secure the
needed extra food. Solomon Northup writes about how he feels about his violin and using
his free time for playing upon it:
"It was my companion - the friend of my bosom - triumphing loudly when I was
joyful, and uttering its soft, melodious consolations when I was sad. Often, at midnight,
when sleep had fled affrighted from the cabin, and my soul was disturbed and troubled
with the contemplation of my fate, it would sing me a song of peace. On Holy Sabbath
days, when an hour or two of leisure was allowed, it would accompany me to some quiet
place on the bayou bank, and, lifting up its voice, discourse kindly and pleasantly indeed."
It is interesting, after reading Northup's narratives of plantation hardships, that his
master did give his slaves time off on Sundays and Holy Days. Northup's narrative is
almost an early description of the feeling of what we now call the 'blues.'
As we have read earlier, Sundays were usually given to the slaves to do what they
wanted, some masters even giving the slaves a half-day on Saturdays. Except for these
weekends, the only other days the slaves usually got off were: Good Friday, Independence
Day, and during Christmas they were often given two or three days. Solomon Northup
gives us this narrative of Christmas for the salves:
"The only respite from constant labor the slave has though the whole year, is
during the Christmas holidays. Master Epps allowed us three others allow four, five or six
days, according to the measure of their generosity. (i.e. one narrative speaks of the
Christmas holiday lasting as long as the big log burnt in the fire). It is the only time to
which they look forward with any interest or pleasure. They are glad when night comes,
not only because it brings them a few hours repose, but because it brings them one day
nearer Christmas. It is hailed with equal delight by the old and the young. It is a time of
feasting, and frolicking, and diffling - the carnival season with the children of bondage.
They are the only days when they are allowed a little restricted liberty, and heartily indeed
do they enjoy it. It is custom for one planter to give a "Christmas Supper" inviting the
slaves from neighboring plantations to join his own on the occasion. Usually from three
to five hundred slaves are assembled. The table is spread in the open air, and loaded with
varieties of meat and piles of vegetables...When the viands have disappeared,.....the next
order of amusement, is the Christmas dance. My business on these gala days always was
to play on the violin. The African race is a music-loving one, proverbially; and many
there were among my fellow-bondsmen whose organs of tune were strikingly developed,
and who cold thumb the banjo with dexterity."
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Northup describes different slaves dancing with a female slave and continues saying that the dancing continues until 'broad daylight.' He also describes 'patting':
"Dancing does not cease with the sound of the fiddle, but in that case they set up
music peculiar to themselves. This is called 'patting' (Six: called 'hambone' now and very
reminiscent of today’s rap music), accompanied with one of those unmeaning songs,
composed rather for its adaptation to a certain tune or measure, than for the purpose of
expressing any distinct idea. The patting is performed by striking the hands on the knee,
then striking the hands together, then striking the right shoulder with one hand, the left
with the other - all the while keeping time with the feet, and singing."
The description of the dance with the glass of water on the head agrees with the
other narrative and explains exactly the use of the water activity. The dances described
are more like the square dances and in comparing them with the Congo Square dances
one can contrast Congo Square as more savage and passionate and the plantation dances
as more civilized and fun.
The slaves did have instruments to play on. From a lack of education, Betty Jones,
the author of one of the narratives, meant to write tambourine instead of tangerine. Often
the Negro, not through stupidity but from a lack of education, would make mistakes like
that. Many of the slaves did not have regularly built instruments but made their own
instruments:
"There wasn't no music instruments. Us take pieces of sheep's rib or cow's jaw or
a piece of iron, with an old kettle, or a hollow gourd and some horsehairs to make the
drum. Sometimes they'd get a piece of tree trunk and hollow it out and stretch a goat's or
sheep's skin over it for the drum. They'd be one to four foot high and a foot up to six foot
across. In general two niggers play with the fingers or sticks on this drum. Never seen so
many in Texas, but they made some. They'd take the buffalo horn and scrape it out to
make the flute. That sho' be heard a long ways off. Then they'd take a mule's jawbone and
rattle the stick across its teeth. They'd take a barrel and stretch an ox's hid across one end
and a man set astride the barrel and beat on that hide with his bands and his feet and if he
gets to feel the music in his bones, he'd beat on that barrel with his head. Another man
beat on wooden sides with sticks.”
Besides instrumental music the slaves would be heard singing a great deal of the
time during working hours and after. When the slave would sing "Steal Away to Jesus" it
was thought the only meaning was a religious one. Many times in reality the words had a
double meaning; it could mean that there was going to be a religious meeting that night.
The slave worked hard during the day but many had enough energy to play and
dance at night. This was not universal and a slave that did not stay and rest at night after a
hard day's work was more the exception than the rule. But still, many stole into the woods
and other meeting places for parties, dances and church services. This kind of activity is
described by an anonymous slave as detailed in the Library of Congress files. Many of the
masters didn't like religious meetings as it meant there would be groups of slaves meeting
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together, which could mean a revolt in an anonymous narrative this fact is mentioned and
a very interesting sentence about before and after freedom is mentioned:
"When the Niger's go round singing "Steal Away to Jesus" that mean there going
to be a religious meeting that night. The masters before and after freedom didn't like them
religious meetings, so us naturally slips off at night, down in the bottoms or somewhere.
Sometimes us sing and pray all night."
Another account of the use of a slave's free time is given by Georgianna Gibbs in
the same "The Negro in Virginia":
"Saturday only worked half-day, and them slaves would sho' carry on 'cause was
gonna celebrate that night. Ol' Charlie Snipes was the lead man, and he was the biggest
cut-up in the quarters. We'd all be hoeing potatoes 'long behindst Charlie and he would be
prancing and singing tunes for us to chop by. This the song Charlie use to sing on
Saturdays:
"Going to the ball, Feet de de diddle
Whose going to the ball? Feet de de diddle
Going to wear a red gown. Feet de de diddle
Wear a red gown. Feet de de diddle
Going to wear a velvet coat. Feet de de diddle."
And keep it up, putting in words and kicking the clods in step. And sometimes
they take it up all over the field, just a feet de de diddling and stepping high and chopping
right in tune. Ol' overseer was name Barnes and he would yell and cuss and lash the
slaves near him with his cowhide, but he couldn't stop all them slaves from feeling good,
'cause they gonna "set the flo" that night."
The parties, prayer meetings, dances and holiday celebrations worked. The slaves,
having to work from sun up to sundown most likely realized that they would be made to
work, tired or not. There were times when a slave would sneak out to attend a church
service during the week but there are few accounts of slaves 'partying it up' during the
week.
Another narrative says:
"Saturday only worked half-day, and them slaves would sho' carry on, 'cause was
gonna celebrate that night."
Another narrative talks of a dance that included about 100 slaves:
"Used to go over the Saunders place for dancing. Must've been hundred slaves
over there, and they always had the best dances. Most times for the dance they had Dennis
to play the banjo. Dennis had a twisted arm, and he couldn't do much work, but he sho'
could pick that banjo."
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The narrative continues to describe the types of dances that they did. It is
interesting to compare these dances with the ones in Congo Square:

"What kind of dances? Well, they wasn't no special name to 'em. There was cuttin'
the pigeon wings - that was flippin' yur arms and legs round and holdin' your neck stiff
like a bird do. Then there was going to the east and going to the west - that was with
partners and sometimes they got to kiss each other, but they stand back and kiss without
wrappin' no arms around like the young folks do today. And there was calling the figures
and that meant that the fiddler would call the number and all the couples got to cut that
number.
Set the flo? That was - well the couples would do that in turn. They come up and
bend over toward each other at the waist, and the woman put her hands on her hips and
the man roll his eyes all round and grin and they pat the flo' with their feet just like they
was putting it in place. Used to do that best on dirt flo' so the feet could slap down hard
against it. Sometimes they would see the flo' alone - either a man or a woman. They
would set a glass of water on their head and see how many kinds of steps they cold make
without spilling the water.
Dancing on the spot was the same thing as set the flo' - almost. Just mean you got
to stay in the circle. The fiddler would take a charred corncob and draw a circle on the
flo,' then call one after the other up and dance in the circle. If yur feet touch the edge you
is out. That was just like a cakewalk, ''cause sometime they bake a cake and give it to the
one that did the most step on the spot."

The subject of stealing away at night was a serious one. There were 'paddyrollers'
- a group of men paid to search for slaves that might be out at night, either to run away or
to attend other functions. Julius Lester talks about the law, slavery and the 'paddyrollers':
"From the laws and physical force that the slave owners used to maintain slavery,
it is obvious that the slaves did not become the puppets their owners would have liked.
Laws were made governing every aspect of a slave's life, giving the slave no legal right
and the slave owner all.
These laws gave the slave owner control over the bodies of their 'property,' but the
slave's mind remained in his possession. And to a certain degree, so did his body.
Even though the slaves returned from the fields exhausted at night, they would
often sneak off to the woods for church services, singing, and parties, where they would
sing and dance away the pain of the day and feel that ecstasy which comes from knowing
that one is a human being, not a work animal.
White men were hired to patrol the roads and woods surrounding the plantation to
catch any slave who might be going to a gathering ring or trying to escape. These
'paddyrollers,' as they were called by the slaves, had permission to whip any slave they
caught."
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It should be remembered that there was a close relationship between black sacred
and secular music. A large portion of 19th Century black songs used religious themes. A
report from a tobacco factory in Richmond, Virginia tells about the sing of the black
workers:
"Their tunes are all psalm tunes, and the words are from hymn books; their taste is
exclusively for sacred music, they will sing nothing else."
The black songs of protest also contain somewhat adapted spirituals. The music of
the shout took on the important character of the Negro spiritual, embellishing the melody
of the original hymn. The importance of the shout and the Negro Spiritual in the history
of slaves music in the United States and in the history of jazz can be seen in the fact that
so many describe slave songs as being predominately of a religious character. The most
striking fact that present itself is the predominance of hymns or religious songs. The
reason for this will readily be found by those who are willing to accept Herbert Spencer's
theory of the origin of music:
"Feelings are muscular stimuli and variations of voices are the physiological
results of variations of feeling. The Creator of these religious folk songs is an
unindividualized representative of his people, himself a folk-product. His subjects are the
things which make for the joy and sorrow of his people. Once his song is given to the
world his identity as its creator is swallowed up in that of the people and his name and the
time of the songs originate seldom preserved. The song enters into a series of
transformations which adapt it to varying circumstances of time and place and is again
seldom found in its original form. The folk song reflects the inner life of his people and
its characteristics, like the people's physical and mental states, occupations, and feelings
are the product of their environments. Thus probably the finest and truest of folk songs
are those provoked by suffering."
Allen, in "Slave Songs" sites a letter from a man from Delaware who has made
some observations about religious and secular Negro songs and the way they are entermixed as to usage:
"We must look among their non-religious songs for the purest specimens of Negro
minstrelsy. It is remarkable that they have themselves transferred the best of these to the
uses of their churches. I suppose on Mr. Wesley's principle that 'it is not right that the
devil should have all the good tunes.' Their leaders and preachers have taken so little
pains about it that one often detects the profane cropping out and revealing the origin of
their most 'solemn hymns' in spite of the best intentions of the poet and artist. Some of the
best pure Negro songs I have ever heard were those that used to be sung by the black
stevedores....They would sing in this way more than a dozen different songs in an hour,
most of which might, indeed, be warranted to contain 'nothing religious' - a few of them,
on the contrary, quite the reverse."
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The musicologist Krehbiel, in comparing the white minstrel songs to the Negro
religious and folksongs states that they are nothing like them, the Negro
religious/folksongs are:
"Predominantly religious songs; it is a singular fact that very few secular songs those which are referred to as 'reel tunes' fiddle songs, corn songs, and devil songs, for
which the slaves generally expressed a deep abhorrence, though many of them, no doubt,
were used to stimulate them while at work in the fields - have been preserved, while
'shout songs' and other 'speritchils' (spirituals), ballads they were called at a later day have
been kept alive by the hundreds."
Colonel Higginson says of the salve songs: "Slavery was the cross of sorrow of
the black slaves and their religion was their comfort and refuge." He continued:
"Almost all their songs were thoroughly religious in their tone, and were in a
minor key, both as to words and music. The attitude is always the same, and, as a
commentary on the life of the race, is infinitely pathetic. Nothing but patience for this life
- nothing but triumph in the next. Sometimes the present predominates, sometimes the
future; but the combination is always implied."
Others have remarked as to the religious nature of the Negro's music. Marion
Alexander Haskell, in the Century Magazine of August, 1899, writes:
"The music talent of the un-educated Negro finds almost its only expression in
religious song, and for this there is a simple explanation. A race strongly imbued with
religious sentiment, one rarely finds among them an adult who has not gone through that
emotional experience known as conversion, after which it is considered vanity and
sinfulness to indulge in song other than that of a sacred character. The new-found child of
the church knows but little of that which he must forgo, for his mother before him sang
only spirituals, and to there he naturally turns as to old friends whom his own religious
experience have clothed in new dignity and light."
The Commandant of Hampton institute writes:
"Though the words are sometimes rude and the strains often wild, yet they are the
outpourings of an ignorant and poverty-stricken people, whose religious language and
ideals struggled for expression and found it through limited vocabularies and primitive
harmonies. They are not merely poetry, they are life itself - the life of the human soul
manifesting itself in crude words, wild strains and curious, though beautiful harmonies."
Another report tells of how the Negro took to Psalmody and the Christian religion.
The Reverend John Davies of Virginia writes to John Wesley:
"The Negroes above all of the human species I ever knew, have the nicest ear for
music. They have a kind of ecstatic delight in psalmody; nor are there any books they so
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soon learn, or take so much pleasure in, as those used in that heavenly part of divine
worship....Sunday, some of them lodged all night in my kitchen; and sometimes when I
have awaked at two or three in the morning, a torrent of sacred psalmody has poured into
my chamber."
In the 1710's chapels in Virginia and North Carolina were, in the words of a
contemporary report:
"Full of white and black, hundreds of Negroes with tears streaming down their
cheeks."
John Hope Franklin pointed out:
"Methodist and Baptist camp meeting were the most effective means of releasing
the pent up emotions that the barren life of the rural south created...Under such
circumstances, white and Negro sang together, shouted together, and spent themselves
emotionally together."
The Negro seemed to be more intense and emotional about his religion and it is
written that after the regular camp meeting was over the Negroes would go back to their
area of the camp and sing well into the night the hymns and their own shouts.
Other reports talk about Negroes who came in increasing numbers to Christianity;
sharing the remnants of West African musical practice at these camp meetings. They still
sang the hymns in their own way after the meetings. The two types of music to the blacks
were not so widely separated as they might appear to the white observers (the black way
of singing the hymns.)
There are many common characteristics in white and black spirituals. The call and
response was typical of the chants in Africa and could be heard in the cotton plantations
and in the white and black church. It was not that different from the 'lining out' or
'Deaconing' of the New England Church. That they were so similar doesn't mean that one
influenced the other but that they were compatible to each other. The African tradition of
melodic improvisation found akin in the tendency of the white congregations way of
embellishing the simple lines of the psalms and hymns.
EMANCIPATION
As soon as the slaves heard a rumor that they were declared free they, knowing
nothing of the legal subtleties involved in presidential proclamations, began to leave and
move toward the Union lines. Freedom didn't arrive to the majority of the slaves until the
end of the Civil War in 1865. Susie Melton, a young girl at the time recalls:
"I was a young gal, about ten years old, and we done heard that Lincoln gonna
turn the niggers free. Ol' missus say there wasn't nothin' to it. Then a Yankee soldier told
someone in Williamsburg that Lincoln done signed the 'Mancipation.' Was winter time
and mighty cold that night, but everybody commenced getting ready to leave. Didn't care
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nothin' about missus - was going to the Union lines. And all that night the niggers danced
and sang right out in the cold. Next morning at daybreak we all started out with blankets
and clothes and pots and pans and chickens piled on our backs, 'cause missus said we
couldn't take no horses or carts. And as the sun come up over the trees, the niggers started
to sings:
Sun, you be here and I'll be gone (three times)
Bye, bye , don't grieve after me
Won't give you my place, not for years
Bye, bye don't grieve after me
'Cause you be here and I'll be gone."
(The Negro in Virginia- Susie Melton)
The dream of being free was on the minds of all the slaves. They had taken to bed
with them each night and thought about it every day. When the moment came, many
found it hard to believe. Some however had no difficulty at all accepting the news when
they heard it. One can only imagine what the sounds of joy that came out in songs
sounded like upon hearing the news of freedom:
"Niggers shoutin' and clappin' hands and singin' chillun runnin' all over the place
beatin' time and yellin' - everybody happy. Sho' did some celebration.' Run to the kitchen
and shout in the window: You's free! you's free!"

No better expression of the slave's feelings could have been written by anyone
except a slave when the news of the Emancipation arrived to the slave population:
"The news come on a Thursday and all the slaves been shoutin' and carryin' on till
everybody was tired out. I remember the first Sunday of freedom. We were all sittin'
around restin' and tryin' to think what freedom meant and everybody was quiet and
peaceful. All at once ol' sister Carrie who was near 'bout a hundred started into talking:
Tain't no mo' sellin' today.
Tain't no mo' hirin' today.
Tain't no mo' pullin' off shirts today.
It' stomp down freedom today.
Stomp it down!
And when she says, "Stomp it down," all the slaves commence to shoutin' with
her:
Stomp down freedom today
Stomp it down!
Stomp down freedom today.
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Wasn't no more peace that Sunday. Everybody started in to sing and shout once
more. First thing you know they done made up music to Sister Carrie's Stomp song and
sang and shouted that song all the rest of the day. Child, that was one glorious time!"
After the War and the emancipation the Negro's characteristics began to adapt to
freedom and he went through some rapid changes. These changes are described by John
Mason Brown, written in 1868:
"The characteristics of the Negro race are rapidly changing. The abolition of
slavery, and the new privileges and responsibilities growing out of his changed condition,
are speedily making of the freeman a being totally different from the slave of former
years. Care and want and self-dependence are new ideas to the bulk of the Negro
population, but they are now ever-present and demand recognition. The Negro is
becoming more reflective, more cautious and more shrewd. A new set of qualities are
developing. His tendency to graver views of life and sobriety of thought is very
observable. In nothing has this mental change been more unmistakably shown then in the
rapid issues of a class of songs long popular with Negro slaves and illustrative of their
habits of thought. The round of sacred and secular songs that for many years was so
familiar to every ear throughout the Southern states is now fading from use and
remembrance. It is giving place to a totally different system of words and melody. The
Negro minstrelsy is not a mirror of musical taste and feelings of the Negro race."
The major slave population, when emancipated, lived in the south. One of the first
re-actions of this emancipation was immediate movement of ex-slaves throughout the
south. Negro communities suddenly, almost overnight, increased in population. The
period of Reconstruction was a very chaotic period, especially for the newly freed slave.
New housing and schools were needed, new way of looking at life evolved with a new
found feeling of autonomy and self-reliance. Almost immediately segregation was
instituted in all phases of public life. If the Negro thought his new found freedom meant
equality, he was wrong. To the Negro Reconstruction only meant a new way of facing
similar hardships. No longer was he part of a group. Many Negroes became family sharecroppers, working their own piece of land. This individuality made many of the songs the
Negro song obsolete - the call and response pattern with a song leader was no longer
needed. Work songs became individual expressions of personal triumphs or failures,
perhaps the beginning of the popularity of the Blues. This period was a very difficult and
troublesome period in the history of the American Negro. Some say it was far worse than
slavery itself. The Negro, in slavery, had an identity. The Negro now was placed into a
white southern world. He found it unfriendly, very competitive and rather unpleasant. He
had to survive against both the white southerners and the carpet baggers of the north. It
was in this atmosphere that the form and style known as the blues matured. This new
black community's social-economic structure was based almost entirely on the structure
of white American. Only as a slave did the black man have a well defined place in the
social structure of America. When freed he no longer had this well-defined social role. He
had to search for and adapt a new role which was not well-defined. He was resented by
the white population. To integrate into the American social structure he must create a new
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area of society to find his place in this new life. The Negro family would have to be realigned. The center figure of Africa was the male. In slavery the center figure was, many
times, the mother. She, of course, bore the children and in many cases had time off from
work to nurse and feed the children, the father remaining in the field at work. Slavery
many times separated the Negro child from his family. All of these facts made the family
structure of the slave very weak.
Negro leaders did arise and their emulation of white society was faster than the
great mass of Negroes in their attempts at complete imitation. This attitude of many
Negro leaders, in their attempts at being accepted, was based on the idea that had been
placed in their minds; the superiority of the White man. The Negroes tried to imitate their
neighbors, the whites. The American Negro, at the time of emancipation and during the
exodus to the North, stood further away from the mainstream of American society than at
any other time. With this change of social status Negro music lost the superficial forms
that existed during slavery. Between 1865 and 1900 we see the development of new
Negro forms as the blues and the beginning of the transitions from vocal, group singing
into more of individual singing and instrumental styles. We see the turning away from the
field hollers, shouts and group call and responses into more individual singing and
performance of music. He worked in the field, not as part of a large group whipped by a
stern overseer but alone pushing himself to harder work. He then could go home and
relax with his family in what had to be a more congenial atmosphere. This change of
environment brought on a change of mood and a change in the use of the language. These
new words were not concerned or inspired by the same type of labor as the slave field
songs. Each farmer had an individual character in his shout or song. He could sing and
run his life as he saw fit, within the intangible mores of the dominant white society.
This individual freedom also ended the exclusive hold of the Christian Church on
the Negro's leisure time and resulted in him placing different emphasis on his music. His
social emphasis became more personal. As in the past the dictates of his social and
psychological environment was seen directly in his music. His music had always been an
expression of his individuality within the super structure of society.
The Negroes who fled north during the Civil War became known as 'contraband'
of war and were met by northerners whose first real contact with southern blacks were in
the 'contraband' camps set up for receiving southern Negroes. Not only missionaries but
other Northern wrote about the freed slaves and their music. It is during this period that
Negro music began to become popular and became accepted into the main stream of
American society. Music that included ragtime melodies, the music of Stephen Foster and
the songs of the minstrels. The first ragtime piece was published by a white musician
even thought ragtime was an original Negro type of music. This group of music formed
the popular music of the period between 1865 and 1900.
NEGRO FOLK SONGS
GUS B. JOHNSON
The South has never been especially zealous in the matter of preserving history.
The distinct body of Negro folk songs were not notated or recorded for posterity until
after the Civil War in approximately 1868.
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Travelers from the North, in the early 19th Century were the first to write about
the songs of the slaves.
The minstrel shows brought to the nation the first wave of popularity of Negro
music. The Negro, performing music on the plantation, the streets of Southern cities and
in the theaters and circuses of the North and East, brought attention to their music, which
in turn was imitated by White showmen. From about 1840 until after the Civil War, the
'Ethiopian' Minstrels presented black face dialogues, plays song and dances in farce and
caricature. Newman I. White, in his 'American Negro Folk Songs' states:
"Beyond doubt, the Negro minstrel song, like many novels of ante-bellum
Southern life, was commonly used as an instrument of propaganda against the interests of
the Negro himself."
During and after the Civil War came the discovery of the Negro Spiritual. The
nation had been ignorant of their existence and it was the Northern men and women
missionaries who first collected them then presented and interpreted them to the world.
Negro secular music was neglected long after the Civil War. They were
swallowed up in the wave of minstrel songs and by the increasing power of minstrels who
instituted a strong repressive effect upon the singing of secular song by church members.
Negro secular music had no champion to insure their preservation. Johnson says
of these:
"Contrary to the usual opinion, they have turned out to be more numerous than the
religious songs, and they undoubtedly come nearer reflecting the everyday life and
thought of the common Negro than the spirituals do. Ballads, blues, work songs, and
social songs have been prominent in the recent Negro song collections...Since World War
I there has been a veritable flood of literature on Negro Songs. There are some significant
things about this great interest in Negro songs. For one thing, there has been this
tremendous growth in the collection and study of Negro secular songs. Furthermore,
Negro scholars and musicians themselves have begun to take more than their accustomed
sentimental interest in the songs of their race, while the sentimental interest of white
authors is giving way to more objective viewpoints. Questions of the origin of Negro
songs, of the relationship of white and Negro songs, of methods of recording songs
accurately, and of the sociological importance of the songs have lately assumed
considerable importance."
In writing about the relationship of Negro and White song traditions, Johnson has
this to say:
"In spite of a great deal of sentimentalizing about the romantic and unique origins
of Negro folk songs, the facts remains that they are of the same breed as our white folk
songs. Just as it was once thought that certain songs were peculiar to our White Mountain
folk, so was it thought that the Negro, with his African background and his long
experience with slavery and oppression, had produced something unique in American
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song. Now, as I shall point out in a moment, there are certain ways in which Negro songs,
even those borrowed from white people, are entitled to the claim of uniqueness, but that
uniqueness does not arise to any great extent from the origin, subject matter, or functions
of Negro songs, as has been so frequently claimed. After all, the Negro is thoroughly
American. His culture is really more deeply American than is the heritage of millions of
our white Americans for his history began to entwine with ours at Jamestown in 1619.
His folk songs, music and all, are fundamentally European and American rather than
African. There is scarcely a white folk song in the South which has not been sung by
Negroes, and many Negro songs have been sung by whites. naturally there has been
borrowing both ways, but the cultural position of the Negro, entailing as it did the loss of
his African languages and folk songs, make it inevitable that the Negro do by far the
larger part of the borrowing." Johnson next talks about the unity of the white and the
black spiritual continuing to Negro songs owe a great deal to white songs:
"The fundamental unity of white and Negro songs is nowhere more clearly shown
than in the case of the spirituals. Until recently (sic: 1935) the prevailing opinion was that
the spirituals were, of all Negro songs, the most distinctive, because they grew out of the
Negro's trials and tribulations in slavery. There has been much written about 'The miracle
of the creation of the spirituals,' of their having sprung 'full-grown from the white heat of
religious fervor,' and of their being 'America's only indigenous folk-song.' Now it has
been discovered that the structure, the ideology, in fact, the whole complex of factors
making up the spirituals, were borrowed from the revival songs of the common white
people."
Johnson quotes Mr. White saying that in his collection, American Negro FolkSongs (1928) he demonstrates the indebtedness of Negro folk songs to white song
traditions and particularly the indebtedness of the Negro spiritual, in structure and subject
matter, to the revival and camp meeting songs of the whites.
Since H. E. Krehbiel's Afro-American Folk Songs (1914), it was generally
supposed that the music of Negro songs cold be accounted for only by reference to
African music. Johnson took up that question in his Folk Culture on St. Helena Island
(1930). What was the relationship between the music of the Negro spirituals and the
white religious music? Johnson says that:
"1) Most of the so-called African traits in the music of the spirituals are found in
the folk music of the white people of the south and, 2) That some of the best spirituals
were borrowed outright from the revival songs of the whites."
This process of borrowing accounts for the presence among Negroes of many of
the English and Scottish popular ballads of native white origin, of white minstrel songs,
and of hundreds of other secular songs of white origin.
Johnson is not saying that Negro songs, because they owe a great deal to white
songs, are any the less significant, interesting or distinctive. He emphasized two points:
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"1) The Negro has not been solely a borrower. He has created songs of his own,
songs as good as, or better than, anything he has borrowed. 2) It is no sin to borrow. Do
we go around lamenting the debt which our English language owes to the Latin and
Teutonic tongues? Do we apologize for the fact that much of our folklore, our music, and
our folk song derives from non-English sources? Our most prized white American folk
songs, namely, the English and Scottish popular ballads, came from across the water with
us, and we have not yet produced anything quite so good on this side, although we have
had 300 years to do it in. It would be stupid, then, to speak disparagingly of Negro songs
merely because they have been borrowed.
But what is more important, when one race or group borrows the folk songs of
another groups it adapts them, remakes them, invests them with its own mental,
emotional, and vocal mannerisms. And it is just here that the distinctiveness of Negro
songs had its basis. When a song crosses the color line, it is while only in the sense that
its origin, form, tune, etc., were whites. When the Negro adapts the song, introduces a
little variation here, a little improvisation there, and sings it with his own emotional
intonations and rhythms, he has made it his own. The question of origin ceases to be
important except as something which interests the scholars."
Johnson says that the traits of Negro songs are much the same as the traits of
white folk songs but there are certain traits which seem to occur more abundantly in the
Negro songs. These certain traits are: improvisation, variation, emphasis on rhythm, and
others:
"Improvisation, for instance, is common in folk singing, but it is probably much
more common in Negro songs than in white songs. With his illiteracy and his imperfect
knowledge of English, the Negro folk singer has frequently been forced to improvise or to
forego the pleasure of 'catching' a song from some other person. Sometimes the
improvisation is a positive improvement.
In training a choir there are many phrases that must be pronounced carefully. In
hearing a certain phrase one could mistake it for sounds of other words. Example: "You
Peblican, you Pharisee" could be heard as "You're public in your fiery sin."
Close akin to improvising is the technique of variations. Johnson discusses the use
of variation:
"Variation, which is very common in Negro singing. Since most Negro songs are
of very simple structure, the changing of a word here or a phrase there works wonders.
Variation also extends to the way of singing, for tunes may be varied as easily as words.
No two persons sing the same song alike. Indeed, it has been frequently pointed out that
even the same person rarely sings a song the same way twice. There is scarcely any such
thing as a standard version of a Negro song. The unit of song is often merely a phrase or a
short stanza. Like certain modern household appliances, which are 'guaranteed to fit any
standard fixture,' these stanzas are available for adoption into any song into which they
happen to fit. Refrains and choruses are notoriously given to migrating from one song to
another."
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Johnson next writes on the emphasis on rhythm:
"Still another trait which stands out in Negro songs is the emphasis on rhythm.
Words and phrases are amazingly drawn out or shortened in order to fit the rhythm.
Anyone who has heard the old-time singing with its accompaniment of swaying bodies,
patting feet, and clapping hands knows that the only way to describe it is by the word,
irresistible."
The other traits which are frequent but of lesser importance are listed by Johnson
as:
"4) The large use of refrains and choruses, 5) The intrusion of various exclamation
or interjections in group singing, and 6) The occurrence of a plaintive self-pitying
tendency, particularly in the secular songs. Overlaying all of these traits is the
subordination of meaning to feeling. This is particularly characteristic of the old-style
unrestrained singing of the spirituals. To be lost in an ecstasy of rhythm and emotion was
an end in itself. As White says, the Negro 'goes by the general feel of the song (words and
music merged) and not by precise rules of English. Thus it makes little difference to the
singer of spirituals whether all God's chillun got shoes or all 'at's got chillun got shoes;
whether Sister Mary wore three links of chain, wove three links of chain, or merely had
three links of chain.' "
In writing about the spirituals, Johnson describes them as not only interesting as
folk songs, many being excellent as art songs. Musicians find in them, motifs for
symphonies and other works. He continues:
"There is a great deal of repetition of stanzas and refrains, so that few spirituals
make interesting reading when printed in toto.
The repetitive tendency also occurs in tunes to a greater degree than one might
suspect. As I have shown in my Folk Culture on St. Helena Island,' the Negroes of one
community may sing three or four different songs to tunes which are strikingly similar
without recognizing the similarity themselves. Folk songs have a penchant for making a
few tunes go a long way, and the spirituals are no exception. Yet the effect of hearing
twenty or thirty of them in succession is rarely monotonous, thanks to slight variations in
tempo, rhythm and melodic intervals. If the reader knows the tunes of as many as fifteen
spirituals, the chances are that he will find three or four instances of recurring motifs in
what he thought were fifteen distinct tunes. How many of us, for example, realize that the
tunes of the chorus of "Roll Jordan Roll," and "I couldn't Hear Nobody Pray" are almost
identical?"
Johnson describes spirituals as presenting a wide range of types. He lists some as
joyful and exuberant, some are tauntingly plaintive; some are stately, some are pathetic,
and some are positively humorous. Some of them are shout songs, described as weird as
the African jungles, and some sound like Moody and Sankey Sunday School songs.
Johnson describes the shouts:
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"The 'shout songs' are fascinating but little known. They are now sung only in the
sea-island and tide water section of South Carolina and Georgia. They are characterized
by simple and monotonous music, insistent rhythms, and a shuffling movement by the
singers. The benches in many a sea-island 'praise house' are built so that they may be
lifted up and set in slots along the walls so as to give clear room for shouting."
Johnson gives the text of a typical 'shout song':
Leader: I'm a soldier
All: In de army of de Lawd!
Leader: I'm a soldier
All: In de army of de Lawd!
Leader : Jesus is de cap'n!
All:
In de army of de Lawd!
Johnson continues:
"With simple variations this may go on for fifteen or twenty minutes while the
singers shuffle slowly round the room. Sometimes the tempo will quicken while all
joinin' a rousing chorus, then it will drop back to the monotonous shuffling pace.
Sometimes the song is a sort of narrative, as in the following example:
Mariah got a letter, Lawd, Lawd,
Mariah got a letter, Lawd, Lawd.
Marish could not read um, etc.
Took umto Buh Sancho, etc.
But Sancho could not read um. etc.
Mariah tried numerous people, but no one could "read um." Finally she "took um"
to the right person, and
Dat letter say get ready, etc.
Ready for de judgment, etc.
Two musical phrases make up the tune for this shouting song. With the clapping
of hands and the shuffling and patting of feet, it takes on the insistent monotony of a tomtom. It is literally true that these shouts sometimes "bring the house down." I believe that
in these songs, now almost extinct, the Negroes have something which is closer to their
native African music than any of their other music is. These songs were probably once
widespread among Negroes, but in most places they have given way to the more
Caucasian type of singing which we hear in the average spiritual."
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On Blues Johnson writes:
"Blues are the sorrowful songs of the workaday Negro and they are probably
about as old as the spirituals. Like the spirituals they are strong on feeling and weak on
logical ideas. Titles mean little and stanzas are almost as interchangeable as the stanzas of
the spirituals.
It is known that Negroes in the South were singing folk blues long before the
wave of popular blues writing set in. These folk blues were not so much a definite type of
song as they were states of mind - lonesomeness, homesickness, jealousy,
disappointment, self-pity - expressed in brief bit of song....It is significant that the first
popular blues composition was the work of a southern Negro, W. C. Handy."
Many a line in their blues came from the cotton fields or river steamboats or lowdown joints of the south:"
Johnson next describes various work songs:
"The Negro has long been accustomed to sing a work, especially in gang work,
and whoever has not seen a group of Negroes swinging picks in perfect rhythm and head
them singing with utter abandon has missed one of the best scenes in the folk fields.
Work songs, like the tasks which they accompany, are of many kinds. Their tunes may
range from an old spiritual to the latest blues hit and their subjects may deal with anything
under the sun. On paper they may make sense, but often they do not. Many of them seem
to be no more than, as one Negro put it, 'jes hollerin' to help me with my work.' Some of
them however, are interesting revelations of the worker's thoughts.
When the work is such that it does not require continuous rhythmic movements,
one song is as good as another. On a gang where men are driving mules and scrapers, for
example, one is likely to hear a great deal of individual singing. The song might include
as many as thirty or forty verses.
Work which calls for rhythmic movements calls for a different singing technique.
Lines are broken up into short phrases punctuated with pauses. In digging, for example,
the workers sing a line as they raise their picks, then pause and bring their picks down
with a sort of grunt."
Johnson lists other types such as: "Bad Mah Stuff," songs based on secular
subjects. In them, Christ might be described as, "a man who wouldn't stand no foolin
wid.' why, he cold pop a lion's head off jes like he was a fryin' - size chicken." There are
other songs about the relationship between men and women. Finally there are the
narrative ballads. The narrative ballad, as sung by Negroes show evidence of being like
the English and Scottish ballads. There are not many of them, for Negro songs are not
strong in the matter of clear-cut and sustained narratives. There are Native American
ballads that have been adopted and adapted by Negroes.
PLANTATION MUSIC - AFTER THE CIVIL WAR
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The city of New Orleans is encircled by large plantations. These plantations all
accommodated music in one form or another. A Thesis entitled, 'The Music of a
Louisiana Plantation family, 1814-1874' by W. E. Dickey, describes the musical life of
the Butler family Plantation. There is a list of music included which was performed on
the plantation. The Butler children all took music lessons on piano and flute, and were
given dancing lessons. The Negro slaves were described by the author, Judy Ruth Dickey.
She mentions that there were no written records of Negro music but that all plantations
contained music by the Negroes.
There is mention of Negro music on the Magnolia Plantation in the year 1784. In
an article appearing in the 'Houma Daily Courier' of April 6th, 1972, by Lola Ledet, the
cultural activities are mentioned of a Captain John Shaffer, the master of Magnolia:
"He would hold religious services in the downstairs hall, with the Magnolia Brass
Band (all the players lived and worked on Magnolia) furnishing the music and mama
Lou's father leading the singing...Guests stayed for several days, and on the night of the
party, the Magnolia Brass Band played, and even Captain John and Miss Manerva
danced."
Mark Twain visited another Magnolia Plantation (located in Plaquemines Parish)
in 1872 and described his visit in his writings: "Life on the Mississippi."
This same Magnolia Plantation in Plaquemines Parish was the scene for further
mentioning during the ownership of ex-Governor of Louisiana Henry Clay Warmoth.
Warmoth, while a part owner prior to 1877, bought full control in that year. He mentions,
in his well documented dairy and journals that he had paid an amount of $5.55 in an entry
of March 13, 1897 to New Orleans teacher/musician J. B. Humphrey. These entries start
in the year 1897 and continue with some interruptions of a few months for a number of
years. There are also some bills listed under that name at Grunwalds and Werleins music
stores in New Orleans. Warmoth did not have any other mention of music. It is not
known whether he hired Professor Humphrey or if it was the overseer or even the Negro
workers. Warmoth, in his book, "War, Politics and Reconstruction" published in 1930,
talks about the Negro and his feelings toward them. By reading several paragraphs from
this book we can understand his 'controlled' praise of the Negro:
"The conduct of the Negro people during the Reconstruction Period needs to be
spoken of here. Suddenly freed from abject slavery, admitted to the elective franchise and
even to high official station they hardly knew what to do with themselves. They were in
an embarrassing situation; and that they stumbled and sometimes fell is not strange. They
step from the auction block, the slave-driver's rigid discipline, ruthless and severe
punishment for minor delinquencies and capital punishment for offenses not ordinarily
regarded as grave when committed by others - to offices in which they executed the laws
and arrested and punished their former masters for violations of the law, was enough to
turn the heads of the people of a much higher civilization.
In face of it all, it must be said in justice to the Black Race that they always
showed great affection and regard for their old and young masters in their official
relations. Their hands and their hearts were ever open to the consideration of any request
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that was made of them as officers of the government and, after the first shock of freedom,
and after the white people came to realize and accept these new and startling changes in
their relation to these people, there grew up a more kindly feeling between the two
groups; and I believe that with increasing intelligence, patience, and the work of time
those relations will be strengthened to the good of both races.
Of the devotion and kindness of thousands of black men and women to their
master, mistresses, and little children the historian, novelist and poet have written
eloquently. There never was a race which, under such trying circumstances, was more
patient or more docile. They are now largely what the white race has made of them. Let
me not shock my readers when I say that there were never a more lovable people than the
black man and women; and the white masters in general showed a tender love for their
black slaves.
I knew the black people as slaves. I knew them as they were freed by Mr. Lincoln.
I knew them in their first efforts to exercise their freedom; and I knew how weak and
awkward they often were in attempting to imitate their white rulers who had advantages
of training. I know they made mistakes; but they were often the mistakes, the follies, and
the crimes of their white associates - no greater in number, and no worse, than those of
their white leaders.
With all their weaknesses, the members of the African race in America are to be
congratulated. As the children of Israel had to pass through the Red Sea, and their
descendants have suffered long ages of proscription and persecution to this day; so the
American Negro has waded through a sea of blood to his Promised Land. He will make
good - he has made good. He is one of the greatest assets of the South today. His brain,
his muscle, his native intelligence under the leadership of and association with the white
man, has made the South blossom as the rose." (Henry Clay Warmoth, War, Politics and
Reconstruction, MacMillian Press, 1930, New York. Republished by Negro University
Press, 1970, New York.)
Governor Warmoth was the first of the "Carpetbagger" governors, after the Civil
War. Born on May 9th, 1842, Warmoth died Sept. 30, 1931.
Another plantation, "Melrose" had a very interesting history and was a cultural
haven for people of the arts for years. Marie Therese Coin-Coin, a Negress, was given her
freedom by the widow of the deceased owner Louis Juchereau de St. Denis, who died in
1750. The French crown gave her a land grant. She built and established her residence as
mistress of Yucca on the land granted to her. A very intelligent and well-bred Negress,
she had built, on the plantation, beside the main house, two other houses named the
"African House" and the "Ghana House." Both houses were built in the colonial period,
around 1750. There are the only examples of African architecture on the North American
Continent. She had them built to remind her of her native Congo in Africa. The plantation
eventually changed hands from black to white.
Slaves were not encouraged to leave the plantation for any reason; their masters
wanted as little contact with the outside world as possible. Doctors, ministers and music
teachers were brought to the plantation rather than letting the slaves travel off home
grounds. Owners were concerned about not only run-away slaves but slave revolts. Laws
were passed to try and prevent anything except the status quo. Many forbid the playing of
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drums or the blowing of horns. Gradually, some of the laws were either repealed or
ignored. On most plantations the slaves were not allowed to sing African songs, speak the
African language or dance any African dances. In Deep Like the Rivers, Thomas L.
Webber talks about anything "African":
"The very word 'African' was meant to invoke the image of ignorant savagery and
the words 'black' and 'dark' (as is darkey) carried connotations of evil, immorality, and
ugliness. Blacks were taught that their skin was ugly, that their lips and noses were
unaesthetic and malformed, and that they carried a natural smell that was offensive. Like
sheep, Negroes did not have hair but wool. "mistress Uster aske ,em" recalls a former
slave, "What that was I had on my head and I would tell her, hair." And she said, "no that
ain't hair, that's wool."
MIRTH, CHILDREN'S SONGS
The use of music by the children of the slaves played an important part in the
heritage of African ways and games and songs were taught to them by their parents.
Different games and riddles were used by the children. The play of the children involved
singing, story telling and the asking of riddles. Some of the riddles sung were:
Slick as a mole, black as a coal, Got a great long tail like a thunder bolt.
Answer: a skillet
Crooked as a rainbow, teeth like a cat, Guess all of your life but you can't guess
dat answer. Answer: blackberry Bush
Slave children learned songs by:
1)Rote - a vast repertoire of songs that they passed down to their children; by attending
the community performances of these songs, learning not only words and melodies but
the performing techniques and practices considered essential for a rendition.
Alan Lomax gives a list of ingredients of a song performance:
1) Mainly choral
2) The group needs an expert leader to cue them into various points of a song,
when they take cover with blending voices, improvised harmony, hand and rhythm,
dancing, etc.
3) The body of the singer moves sinuously or in relaxed easy response to the beat
he dances his song.
4) The singer's expression changes with the mood of the song, line by line; there is
a great deal of smiling and even laughing in many performances.
5) The voice is based in the singer's normal speaking pitch, is markedly relaxed
and resonant. It plays through the entire vocal range, introducing falsetto passages and
bass grunts with no self-consciousness.
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6) Tunes are composed of sort phrases which tend to wander from song to song.
Improvisation is prized. Polyrhythms and a hard driving beat which normally dominates
tune and text.
7) The texts are often fragmentary, consisting of one new line per stanza with
extensive refrains. Both verses and refrains wander from song to song. Each singer
recreates the song and reorders the words with each performance. No premium on
memory; improvisation prized.
2) Drawing from the sotires and song the actual factual content delivered through the
texts. Ex: It was possible to learn from spirituals about the trials and triumphs of any
number of biblical characters. They learned of life in Africa.
3) Another important educational value of the songs was that the values, attitudes, and
sentiments transmitted through the words or story line.
4) The mode of the performance provided a 4th way in which the children learned from
the songs and stories of their community. The mood was of ten crucial to the value which
the listener drew from the words. (Ex: run-nigger run. fear, comedy, pride, etc.)
5) In participation a sense of communal spirit and camaraderie with their fellows and a
feeling of identification with larger community of American slave. It set blacks apart
from whites.
The importance of these songs and stories is stated by Alan Lomax:
"The child begins to learn the musical style of his culture as he acquires the
language and the emotional patterns of his people. This style is thus an important link
between the individual and his culture, and later in life brings back to the adult
unconscious the emotional texture of the world which formed his personality."
Pauline Grice Remembers, as a child, remembers Christmas time on a plantation
near Atlanta, Georgia:
"We have singing and 'joyment all day. Then at night, the big fire builder and all
us sot round it. There am 'bout hundred hog bladders save from hog killing. So, on
Christmas night, the children take them and put them on the stick. First they is all blowed
full of air and tied tight and dry. Then the children holds the bladder in the fire and pretty
soon, Bang they goes."
Many of the games played and sang were suggestive of adult situations, i.e., of
escaping, as in the following game/songs:
"Oh, do let me out? I'z in dis lady's garden
Oh, do let me out? I'z in dis lady's garden. (Chorus part)
De gat iz lockt, an' de wall is high,
Roun' dis lady's garden.
Chorus
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De gat is lockt, an' de key is lo',
Un dis lady's garden,
Chorus
I mus' 'will, git out er, here,
Out er dis lady's garden.
Chorus
I'll break my neck but I'll get out er here,
Out er dis lady's garden.
Chorus
While singing, the children dance around keeping time to their singing; they
imprison one another, making an effort to escape, by creeping under, jumping over or
breaking down the wall of the lady's garden.
Both boys and girls played at religion and conjuration. Benjamin Dilliard,
Folklore Editor of WPA narratives and whose narrative is included in the WPA project
tells about these imaginative activities:
"Used to play preachin' and baptisin.' We'd put 'em down in the water and source'
em and we'd shout just like the old folks. Us would have make-believe preachin' and
baptizin' and de way us would sing was a sight. When us started playin' lak us was
baptizin' em'. Usth' owed all us could ketch right in de crick, clothes and all, and ducked
'em."
Peer groups learned skills from one another. Whether the teaching was deliberate
or not, peer group members learned from each other how to sing, dance, whistle, hunt and
play musical instruments.
Free Time
For the plantation slave, there was little time off. This was true in most of the
plantations of the agricultural South. The amount of time off was usually similar on each
plantation. The slave would possible have time to play music on: half a day Saturday plus
Saturday night and on Sundays. After work, during the week, they could and would sneak
off and either have a religious gathering or a party, these occasions did not occur very
frequently.
The city slave had more time to devote to themselves, living separate from their
master, and generally having more freedom of movement than the plantation slaves. They
could freely mix with free slaves and some were free to travel from city to city. Indeed
there were some traveling minstrels that earned their living playing music, sending home,
to their master, a portion of their salary
Entertainment
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Many plantations had individual slaves who had exceptional talent as skilled
musicians, dancers and song leaders. There are descriptions of certain slaves skilled in
music on plantations in the South:
South Carolina Plantation:
"Fair make a fiddle talk...yes, sir that man sure could play. When he saw down on
the fiddle and pull out that tune. 'Oh the Monkey Marry to the Baboon' sister, he make a
parson dance."
Virginia Plantation: (lead work singer)
"We'd all be hoein' potatoes 'long behindst Charlie an' he would be prancin' an'
singin' chunes for use to chop by. An' keep it up, puttin' in words an' kinkin' de clods in
step. An' sometimes dey take it up all over de fiel', jus' a feet de de diddlin' and' steppin'
high an' choppin' right in chune."
Louisiana Plantation: (groups of musicians)
"On Saturday evenings the slave musicians would bring 'fiddles and guitars and
come out and play.' The others clap they hands and stomp they feet and we young-ums
cut a step round."
Georgia Plantation:
"Saturday nights we played and danced. Sometimes in the cabins, sometimes in
the yards. Effen we didn't have a big stack of fat kindling wood lit up to dance by,
sometimes the men and woman’s would carry torches of kindling wood whilst they
danced and it sho' was a sight to see! We danced the 'Turkey Trot,' and 'Buzzard Lope,'
and how we did love to dance the 'Mary Jane'! We would git in a ring and when the music
started we would begin walkin' our footses while we sang 'You Steal My True Love and I
Steal Your'n!'
After supper we used to gather round and knock tin buckets and pans, we beat 'em
like drums. Some used they fingers and some used sticks for to make the drum sounds
and somebody all us lowed on quills."
Entertainment at Slave Quarters
On a South Carolina Plantation:
"At night when the meeting (prayer) don busted up till next day was when the
darkies really did have they freedom or the spirit. As the wagon be creeping along in the
late hours of moonlight, the darkies would raise a tune. Then the air soon be filled with
the sweetest tune as us ride on home and sing all the old hymns that us loved. It was
always some big black nigger with a deep bass voice like a frog that'd start up the tune.
Then the other mens join in, followed us by the fine little voices of the gals and the
cracked voices of the old women and the grannies. When us reach near the big house us
soften down to a deep hum that the missus like! Sometimes she hist up the window and
tell us sing 'Swing low, Sweet Chariot' for her and the visiting guests. That all us want to
hear. Us open up, and the niggers near the big house that hadn't been to church would
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wake up and come out to the cabin door and join in the refrain. From that we'd swing on
into all the old spirituals that use lobe so well and that us knowed how to sing. Missus
often 'low that her darkies could sing with heaven's inspiration. Now and then old
mammy would fall outen the wagon a-shouting Glory! and hallelujah! and Amen! After
that us went off to lay down for the night."
Maryland (1774)
"They generally relate the usage they have received from their masters and
mistresses in a very satirical style and manner."
South Carolina Plantation:
"Dey a funny song us make up about him runnin' off in de woods. I know it was
make up, 'cause my uncle had a hand in it."
Virginia Plantation (Emancipation)
"Nex' mornin' at daybreak we all started out wid blankets an' clothes an' pots an'
pans an' chickens piled on our backs, 'cause missus said we couldn't take no horses or
carts, an' as de sun come up over de trees de niggers all started to singin.' "
Crucible of Their Own Experience Under slavery:
"I'd jump up dar and den hollers and shout and sing and pat, and dey would all
cotch de words and I'd sing it to some old shout song I'd heard 'em sing from Africa, and
dey'd all take it up and keep at it, and keep addin' to it, and den it would be a spiritual.
A Former Slave:
"I'll tell you; it's dis way. My master call me up and order me a short peck of corn
and a hundred lash. My friends see it and is sorry for me. When dey come to de praise
meeting dat night dey sing about it. Some's very good singers and know how; and dey
work it in, work it in, yu know' till dey get it right; and dat's de way."
Louis Hughes:
"Would laugh and chat about freedom in their cabins; and many a little rhyme
about it originated among them, and was softly sung over their work."
Slave song subjects were varied: There were songs for work, to commemorate an
opossum hunt and feast, at corn shacking, courting purposes, to initiate lovemaking, to
cajole presents from master at Christmas, to warn a runaway, when contemplating escape,
as a signal that an escape was in progress, and a lullaby.
Plantation Funerals of the Slaves
On most plantations the owners allowed the slaves to conduct their own funeral
services. The actual day of burial might not be held for weeks or months as the day
appointed had to coincide with a break in the work schedule of the plantation.
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In one plantation when a slave died their body was "quietly disposed of in the
burial grounds set apart for colored people, their graves marked, and then on different
Sundays in the months of July and August, a sort of wholesale funeral service was held
over all who had died in the few months previous." A sermon would be said at the grave
site along with prayers and always songs would be sung. These funeral services at time
were markedly African in nature, including marching three times around the grave, a
practice seen in the funeral services in Surinam.
Boat Songs
The second type of Negro songs are the boat songs. There are the work songs as
they are sung when the Negroes rowed the boats and the steamboat firemen stoked the
large boilers of the steamboats on the Mississippi.
The Africans main mode of transportation was the water. Central Africa from the
West Coast down toward the Southern tip is honeycombed with rivers and their
tributaries. The rivers were used by the Africans for travel, commerce, and pleasure.
Traveling through the jungle was both slow and dangerous. Because of wild animals and
unfriendly tribes. In the boat songs we can find a direct link between African and
American use of music for rowing. While other work songs differed and were not
applicable for comparison we can compare the use of song while rowing in both
countries.
The use of 'checkered' crews on the sailing ships was a regular practice in the days
of the 18th and 19th Centuries. The mixing of white and black sailors took these black
sailors to all ports of the world where he had a chance to hear music in each of these
ports. We now know the songs that the sailors sang as Sea chanties, a name that does not
seem to have been used prior to 1869. These folk songs of the sea were known many
years before 1869. The sailors sang when they loaded or unloaded their cargo and sang
about the places they had been and sang some of the songs they heard. They sang as they
went about their daily tasks on board during passage and then sang in the sailor hang-outs
in each port they visited. They made most American ports in the new found commerce of
the Americas and thus transmitted these songs to all on the American waterfronts.
Stephen Foster heard these seamen singing while still a child in Cincinnati, Ohio and it is
said to have had an influence on his music. These songs were heard by other slaves and
songs appeared in every geographic location, being transmitted by these sailors from
Maine to the Gulf of Mexico. The song "Swanee River" is said to be based on a Sea
Chantey named "Mobile River." The folk-tune Shanandoah was first known as a Negro
windless chantey named Shanadore.
Camptown races was based on a Negro chantey named "Sing and Heave." Its
chorus is found in a number of spirituals in the "Slave Songs" of Allen.
In Africa it was the custom of singing while rowing. The rowers would join in
after listening a moment to a melody which was extemporized by one of their own. While
there were songs that became standard repertoire for the sailors and oarsmen such as
"Michael Row the Boat Ashore" others were made up. A conversation between Colonel
Higginson and a Negro rowing the boat he was riding in talked about how a song was
made up. It is doubly interesting because of the Negroes reference to the songs he made
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up as spirituals showing that the Negro would use songs inter-changingly and a spiritual
is used as a rowing song. I think it points out that most Negro songs were very similar
with only the use of words changeable, but not the Negroes way of singing or making
music:
"One of the oarsmen, a brisk young fellow on being asked for his theory of the
matter, (on how Negro songs are created) dropped out a coy confession.’Some good
sperituals,' he said, 'are start jest outo' curiosity.' I bin a-raise a sing myself one." I
implored him to proceed. 'One we boys went for tote some rice, and de nigger driver, he
keep a-callin' on us; and I say, 'O de ole nigger driver' Den anudder said, 'Den I made a
sing, kust puttin' a word and den anudder word.' Then he began singing and the men, after
listening a moment, joined in the chorus as if it were an old acquaintance, though they
evidently had never heard it before. I saw how easily a new 'sing' took root among them."
While this was not written as a boat song it was used as one. It also shows not
only how a song is born and how others join in, but that they could use different types of
songs for various activities. I feel that most songs of the Negroes could be used for many
occasions. Also, it show how a catchy phrase can be turned into a song.
J. Miller Kokin in 1862 writes the following:
"I asked one of these blacks, one of the most intelligent of them, where they got
these songs.”Dey make 'em, sah." "How do they make them?" After a pause, evidently
casting about for an explanation, he said; "I'll tell you; it's dis way: My master calls me up
an' order me a short peck of corn and a hundred lash. My friends see it and is sorry for
me. When day come to do praise meeting dat night dey sing about it. Soma’s very good
singers and know how; and dey work it in, you know, till dey get it right; and dat's de
way."
It seems logistically and possible that the Negroes songs were both made up to fit
an occasion or some existing songs were used and developed on. There is no reason
except prejudice to think one way or the other. Both were true. To what percentage of
each no one will ever know. But the most intelligent of people will in time sift out the
best and they will be the ones remaining, whether they are original tunes or developments
of tunes originally heard and molded to fit the occasion. Many of the spontaneous Negro
songs were made out of pre-existing elements, both the words and the music. Entering
into the process along with invention were accretion and transformation. But it was
mostly invention of detail rather than of the whole. The catchy phrase thought up or heard
would catch on and used in the ever-changing web of traditional established tunes and
forms. We know creatively is either spontaneous or from schooling. They both may end
up with the same tune but usually not the same treatment of that tune.
In the introduction to slave songs of the United States Allen states:
"Some of the best pure Negro songs I have ever heard were those that used to be
sung by the black stevedores, or perhaps the crews themselves, of the West India vessels,
loading and unloading at the wharves in Philadelphia and Baltimore. I have stood for
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more than an hour, often, listening to them, as they hoisted and lowered the hogshead and
boxes of their cargoes; one man taking the burden of the song (and the slack of the rope)
and the others striking in with the chorus. They would sing in this way more than a dozen
different songs in an hour; most of which might indeed be warranted to contain 'nothing
religious' - a few of them, 'on the contrary, quite the reverse' - but generally rather
innocent and proper in their language, and strangely attractive in their music; and with a
volume of voice that reached a square or two away." These are the songs that are still
heard (1867) upon the Mississippi steamboat - a wild and strangely fascinating - one of
which we have been so fortunate as to secure for this collection. (#31 of the collection)
Mr. E. S. Philbrick was struck with the resemblance of some of the rowing tunes at Port
Royal to the boatman's songs he had heard upon the Nile."
To emphasize the point that some songs were used for many activities, "Slave
Songs of the United States (Allen) say in the introduction:
"The same songs are used for rowing as for shouting. I know only one pure boatsong, the fine lyric, "Michael Row the Boat Ashore: and this I have no doubt is a real
spiritual - it being the Archangel Michael that is addressed."
The introduction goes on to list among their collection the following songs that
are common rowing tunes:
# 5,15,17,27,28,29,30,31,33,36 and 46.
The co-author Ware states:
"As I have written these tune (put the tunes in music notation), two measures are
to be sung to each stroke, the first measure being accented by the beginning of the stroke,
the second by the rattle of the oars in the row-locks. On the passenger boat at the
(Beaufort) ferry, they rowed from 16 to 30 strokes a minute; 24 was the average. Of the
tunes I have heard, I should say that the most lively were #27, 28, 29, 14, 46, 26, 17, and
31, were used when the load was heavy on the tide was against us. I think that the long
hold on 'Oh, 'in 'rain fall,' was only used in rowing. When used as a 'shout' I am quite sure
that it occupied only one measure, as in the last part of the verse."
The noted English actress Fanny Kemble, in 1838, describes the songs of the
Negro boatmen and also the slave field hands and other activities all in the same type of
songs:
"I told you formerly that I thought I could trace distinctly some popular national
melody with which I was familiar in almost all their songs; but I have been quite at a loss
to discover any such foundation for many that I have heard lately, and which have
appeared to me extraordinarily wild and unaccountable. The way in which the chorus
strikes in with the burden, between each phrase of the melody chanted by a single voice,
is very curious and effective, especially with the rhythm of the rowlocks for
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accompaniment. The high voices all in unison, and the admirable time and true accent
with which their responses are made, always make me wish that some great musical
composer could hear these semi-savage performances. With a very little skillful
adaptation and instrumentation, I think one or two barbaric chants and choruses might be
evoked from them that would make the fortune of an opera."
Mr. J. McKin, of Philadelphia, upon visiting Port Royal wrote:
"That the present condition of these people is in favorable contrast with that under
their masters is evident from their songs, which constitute a striking feature in their
manifestations of character. They are a musical people. When they work in concert, as in
rowing or grinding at the mill, their hands keep time to music. Their boat songs are the
ones most frequently heard...When the Negroes begin to row, they at the same time begin
to sing."
In a letter to Dwight’s Journal, Miss Luck McKim writes of the Negro songs:
"At the same songs are sung at every sort of work of course the tempo is not
always alike. On the water, the oars dip "Poor Rosy" to an even andante; a stout boy and
girl at the hominy-mill will make the same "Poor Rosy' fly to keep up with the whirling
stone...All the songs make good barcaroles. Whittier "Building Better Than He know"
when he wrote his "Song of the Negro Boatman."
In "Negro Spirituals" by Thomas Wentworth Higginson presents several boat
songs:
"This next spiritual was a boat-song, and timed well with the tug of the oar. (The
Coming Day). The next one "One More River" he says; "the following begins with a
startling affirmation, yet the last line quite out-does the first. This, too, was a capital boatsong."
While dining at the house of Mr. Mercellus, Stedman writes:
"On the 5th of February, the troops that were so lately landed were sent to the
upper parts of the river. Come winter a to be encamped, I speak of the privates, for most
of the officers remained to partake of a feast at the house of a Mr. Mercellus, by whose
command (to crown the banquet) half a dozen Negroes continued blowing the trumpet
and French horn in the room where we dined, till the company were absolutely deaf by
discordancy and noise."
In a trip from Paramaribo for Sporkesgift, in a ten-boat or barge, Stedman
describes this experience:
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"We now set out from Paramaribo for Sporkesgift, in a tent-boat or barge, rowed
by 8 of the best Negroes belonging to Mr. Macneyl's estate; everybody, as I have already
mentioned, traveling by water in this colony.
These barges I cannot better describe than by comparing them with those that
accompany what is usually styled the Lord Mayor' Show on the river Thames. They are,
however, somewhat less, though some are very little inferior in magnificence, and are
often decorated with gilding and flags, filled with musicians, and abound in every
convenience. They are sometimes rowed by 10 and even by 12 oars, and being lightly
built, sweep along with astonishing celerity. The rowers never stop, from the moment
they set out till the company is landed at the place of destination; but continue, the tide
serving or not, to tug night and day, sometimes for 24 hours together, singing a chorus all
the time to keep up their spirits."
Stedman description of the music of the rebel and slave Negroes of Surinam show
a remarkable likeness to the music and customs of the American Negro slaves. He spent
from 1773 to 1778 in the colony of Surinam (Sic. In South America)
Along with the rowing songs we have a group of Negro songs that were sung by
the crews and firemen of the steamboats. In the article, "Songs of the Slave," by John
Mason Brow, in 1868, we have a description of this group of songs:
"For many years the steamboats on Western and Southern rivers were, almost
without exception, manned by crews of Negro slaves. Even after white labor began to
encroach upon the occupation of the 'deck-hand' and 'roust-about,' the vocation of
'fireman' was peculiarly the Negro's. He basked in an atmosphere. I supportable to whites,
and delighted in the alternation of very hard and absolute idleness. It was not uncommon
for large steamers to carry a crew of forty or fifty Negro hands, and it was inevitable that
these should soon have their songs and peculiar customs. Nine-tenths of the 'river songs'
(to give them a name) have the same refrain, and nearly all were constructed of single
lines, separated by a barbarous and unmeaning chorus. The leader would mount the
capstand as the steamer let or entered port, and affect to sing the solo part from a scrap of
newspaper. 'The full strength of the company' joining in the chorus. The effect was
ludicrous, for no imagination was expended on the composition. Such songs were sung
only for the howl that was their chief feature."

End of Volume One

